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Foreword

,The papers which make up this Technical Report are summaries of oral,

presentations on readability and readability_formulas del ivefed---onHarch--10.

I
and 11, 1980 at the Center for the Study Of ,Reading. There is some overlap

in the material covered in different iresentations, as our organizati011

of the sections reflects the content of th\ particular paper presentedy

the authors named on it. -Those Whospoke gre listed as authors. Aanow)-
e

edgment is given to co-authors in the.form of footnotes. Most oE the papers

were prepared from texts Submitted by the authors, and all of them have. been

read and Corrected by the authors. Several of the summaries of papers and

all of the 'summaries of discussion were prepared frel tape recordings of

. the procedures by graduate student members of the Text Ana4sis Group, :

Center for the Study of Reading. These,included Jean Hannah, Margaret laff,

and Robert Salzillo. , IP

The papers include d\117 represent as closely as possible the content
N

4 .

and organization of the oral presentations, in a more readable format

than a verbatiM transcript. We would like to emphasize that the purpose

Of the conferehet was to rarie a number.of issues fiOr discussion and co

/
prgant a spectrum of ideas and viewpoints from which readability formulas

could be YudgeCor criticized. We have nqt tried to make the papers

_eXhiuitIve summaries of all .that has'been dbne on a certaintsubject or

. If

8
4

a

4

r
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: 2

to represent only, the most "correct" and orthodox posLtions on any'topic.

We feel that the views expressed'here,,while diverse and in some cases

programmatic, will be useful in provoking discuss ion, and reexamining

assumptions abut readability for,mulas, perhaps in defining research which

might lead to a bette? understanding of what makes things difficult to read.

I. Introduction to *e Conferenc(y-Alice Davison
Yr,

General Remarks
. -

in this introduction, I want to descjibe how we came to consider the

questions raised and discussed during the conf:trence. Basically our

interest grew out of research which was originally not directed toward

the criticism of.readability.forMulas, a- study done at thpCenter for 7

the Study of Reading by the linguists in the Text Analysis Group. 'in

this study, we,set out to analyze the structures of textd/used as reading

.materials for children.' in doing this, wt hit upon the idea of comparing

the version o f a text used for this purpose wit the original text from .

which i% had been adapted, which might involve a change 3n structure and

.
,

also some simplification to make the adapted text ea ier to, read. Somewhat

:

.

to our surprise, we foUnd thit the changes made h a aptation were of very

great interest, and our study was'focused on charact rizing the kinds of

changes made and the possible motivation behind them, assuming that any'

changes made were intended to make the text easierid read.
4S,

u

9
6,

ey

awe
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3

The results are discussed in Section 6 by Robert Kantor and Alice
4

Davison, but here I want to note one astir conclusions, based on the

following points. Words in the text which were not necessarily obscure s.1

in context, or even very infrequent, were changed inliadaptation to shorter
.

,

words or more familiar words. Changes made in sentence structure, such

as splitting a long sentence into several sentences, tended to make

sentences shorter throughout the text and in the overall average sentence
IF

length. Such changes were made even when the Original sentence-structure

did not seem to us to.present any particular difficulties. The commonly
$

used readability formulas measure vocabulary frequency or number of syllables

per,word, plus sentence length -- exactly the features of, the texts pillteh

were modified without apparent motivation within the text. It seems that
.

the. changes were made in order to make the adapted texts."meet" a certain

level of reading skill'defined by these formulas.
s,

Other kinds of changes'were made in order to'clarify or simplify

the teAs. From these, we were able to isolate some other features

of texts, less easilyiceasurable by formulas, which in air- view

'contributed to text comprehension as much as, or More than, sentence

length, an vocabulary complexity (see' Section 6, Davison and Kantor).

In fact, some of the cases where vocabulary Was simplified or'eentences
r

were split up tended to make the.text lesseasy to comprehend, because

the relatiorl between the parts of the text were less clearly expressed.

St
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I -0
. One of 'the main conclusions Of our text analysil study was that

_ r

readability formulas, whatever their value as predictive, statistically

based measures, a?e'not particularly helpful in directing writing or

adaptation. They fail to address the central issue: Vhat is ;trait

the language of a text which might normally make it easy or hard for

a reader to understand the text? (See von Glaserfeld, for ea

lucid discussion of what might be meant by syntactic complexity and.,

fer

how it affects comprehension.)

There are increasing numbers of,cases where the answers to thy

t
. question are necessary/ If the language of some texts is such that

people who need to be able to understand the texts are, in some large.
-,

numbers, unable' to do so, then it would be useful to have some set.of

principles for changing the language ofthe text to make it,comprehensible

to people reading at some specific level of. reading achievement. Here

a systematic ambiguity in the term readability becomes apparent. Some-

times the term is used to refer to text types or styles of writing that

people find attractive and hence easier to read than other,kinds of

writing (e.g., Flesch, 1948), dut nowadays the main concern is with

0
what people are able to read, under normal circumstances.

.

The problems of major-concern today have to do mainly with texts '

4 .
A

that,people must read and be able to'understand, such as school and

college-level textbooks, tax forms and instructions, legal documents

and similar texts on technical subjects whose contents must be clearly

expressed in language understandable to the general public. Of course,

not all of these areas of concern are directly related to/one another.
en

.ra
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Some important differences havilg to do with tasks and with child versuy

adult readers are discussed in the following sections. Nevertheieis,

these ire all areas whe're writers ,and publishers have looked to readability

formulas for some sort-of guidance.

. Uses for` Readability Formulas
*

Formulas were originally devised as predictive averages which would

be useful in ranking in order of difficulty a number of books for use in
. . -

a parlicillar school grade. They were to be simple enough to be-applied
, .

by.peopl without extensive training, and to be applicable to texts of.

many different types. Thus, as the creators of formulas have always.

Pointed out, the foemulas were intended for certain specific uses, for

example, estimating the difficulty of a text in relation to so me other text.

It seems clear that formulas, which measure objectively definable features

such as sentence length and more or Jess definable features like vocabulary

,
,..

oomplexity, may reflect but do not characterize the real factors which

// .
.

con ribute to ease or difficulty in treading a text. FormUlas
i
therefore.

annot serve as guides for writing, nor were thpy meant to. Proponents

of formulas Such as Klare (1963, 1974-75) point out that the use of formulas'
0, . ,, .

I .

.

.

.. .

presupposes the existence of a well- formed text to begin with, one which

. -.

has been put togethli, by a writer using whatever common sense and writing

ski ti heor she possesses, incialing the ability to present a subject
,

. . . t

coheeently, etc. The valid use of formulas thuspresupposes a number of
- _ 0

"NJ'

#01 .4.
0 1'2
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11

ulary complexity, and

:these properties are undefined Sid unexamined b9 e'dauthort of formulas., .. ..
,'

... , Al &Jo Formulas were des 1 gned 'to be:used' as-sui des :for writing,'. .
.

.... . -..

=

.,

7 . . .. ....)

.., . . they are used :in. this way, though _nobody really Wows. how 'wi de ly . , Even
.

*

a t .
o d .

t .fno t: a d t u a 1 ly used as guidedines,:they have the inkr tt'effect of
,

. ,O idelinet if they are used o definF, a standard eading 1pvel which a
..L F

.

given text must meet. PubliShers and writers who must create rtpding
7' 4

materials at levels of 'reading difficulty def ined by fiirmulas are under

great pressure to
,

make their matorials conform by altering vocabulary

X ./

. eihoices and sen tence length.

1.3

.(`
. i

to.

Elk) ier .61 t'ie* ism of Formulas

At the end of the pdaptatiotstudy , 'Filch compared wo versions pf
... .. .

the same text, w felt a g 1 ovi ofc ho st prideabout what we had discovered
.

. .

regpraing changes iii adaptationsadaptations and about our conclusions, which were,
-; #0

critical of the use of readability formutas. Then we discovered for
r

:I. I. 1 ,
at least the past ten. years, a number of dither people hove come to. the

..,Al.
, . .

v
very same conclusidns about' formulai(Botel S Granowsky, 1972; Dawkios ,

, ; , . ,.
. ,

1979( Endigott , 1973; Gourley G Carlin.., 1978; Nelson0197% Reddin, 1970,
,., s

.;
...

Selden , '1977; von G lase rfe 1 d , .1970-71; Fagan, Note 1; Schmidt, Note)),

la% .:
and 'have _proposed various al terAative measurements,, mostly in very

- .

proammatic feria., The common denominator of these proposals is some.
, ..

f., 0.method, of measuring syntactic complexity More directly, uthan' .i. it

"

J
.

13
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through sentence length., Such measures at least make the measUrement

of complexity more text specific, although they.do rtot attempt to

characterize such larger notions as presentatiori ofrIdeas, definition

of topic, etc. 1.

. .
We.were surprised that the articles which preceded our work had not

had very much effect on the way readabiliN,formulas are perceived.

Formulas trintinueto b0 in widesprciad use; both as measures and guide-
:

lines, in spite of awareness on the part of some researchersof their

'. '
very serious drawbacks as reliable instruments. One probable-reason

4R
for this Is that formulas have verys.strong economic advantages in that _

they can be used without special, equipm'ent, by people without special

training. The more direct measures of syntactic complexity and other,

features reqpi re some specialized knowledge of language structures on
.44

the part of the analyst apd Err° attly, take more time to app Ty because the

text be very closely e nd analyzed; Readabi 11 ty formulas.
.. %

also have the advantfle afbelit wall known, familiar,and already part
. .. . .

of the scheine of thingi, while the alternatives are 'speculative anti

relatively untried.

'Nevertheless, the disadvantages of using 'traditional readability.

.-
formulas] particularly for 'revising or writing texts, seem qbvloug

and compellind to anyone who seriously considers them. Much energy

has been invested in refining and simplifying forpulas, with fewer or
4,, -

more easily defined ,variables (see su veys such as !Stare, 1963, 1974-
.

79). Not4 much attention seems to have been paid 'to the mudh more

14

V
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central and interesting questions of what makes a text difficult to

process and comprehend, and exactly how the language in a text

. ,
contributes to difficulty.

. ,

Focus of the Conference

the answers tosthese questions were found, there might have been

a number of political and economic consequences. But leaving aside

such consideyations, we approach formulas from two critical points of

view in this conferedsce, In order to establish what the intellectual
". 64

.
,Issues are. First, to.what degree are readability formulas really

, .. . 4 .
adeqtiete and jusVfied as devices for measurement what is their

. ..
.

. .

. .

conceptual basis, how were they initially validated, to what uses
.

.

can they legitimately he put? Where they fail to be' adequate'or .

6 .

1

.

appropriatewhat ale valid and cqmpelling argumentsflagainst them?

Second,what alternatives are.there for readability formulas,.
.

, 9

r
especially for partitular purposes, such as writing and revising texts?

Some proposals have included taxonomies of structure types (BoteitS
. / ..

.

Granowskyt 1972; Dawkins, 1975), inmesAigations of reading as a left

' to rightpaxsing of sentenCes%or longer structures (Richek, 1976;
, -

...,

von Glaserfeltl, 170-71k,Fagan, Note 1), weightIng.of diffetent general
. 4 \

structures (Endicott, 1973hReddin, 1970; Schmidt, Note 2; Selden;
. .

I /

Note 2), measurement of difficulty reiatimeAto context In the discourse.
. , . V44..f

(Gourlay, 1978; Gourlayl Olin, 1978), ancesojd. What would tonsti-
.a,

eute compelling evidence four such descriolions as Improvements on
.

15:
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4 4
readabi I i ty formulas? . How cduid these alternattvosbe shown to be better

% Se'
. d , 'e x

I t
I .

. guides to writing ,than formulas
/
are? : i'. c

w r
Meese 'note that the presentations at this confer'ence ere cri tti cal

, 4. ,', _ . .. .
of readability formulas. This laritintation is intentional ; we feel that
, 6't a.,

0.4

readabi t1 ty formulas have had a rade hearing throughout their hi story

aid that they .4...not need defe,nclers ere simply for the sake of balance.
, . ....

. . . . q . ,

... '."

But our, ,purpose. is rqt to.cdndemn readability mulas out of hand.
."

Rather, i t is to clarify the issues` surroun d' readability formulas
,

.

and to define
.
the logic behind iiarious views. Often it seems that

. .

defend.;rs of formulas arid critics of forn;ulas are really nlicina

. about- separate issues, for e)orn'ple; statistically valid predictive
1.I. r' .

k averages versus exdilci t, internally consistent model s of language
. a

. .. , ,,..,
process irig, It is important to'p,lace both cri ticisms., and detentes

.. .
:,.. . .

within the right contexts of- discourse and not to general ize from. ... , . /- . - , . . ,

One domain of discourse to another. The Dutcome cyf Aliscyls ion c' an
,.. , 4

.

. I

have no value, f the issues are not' debated wtthin clearly defined

contexts. .,

. . The Speakers 4 .16,,
, ..

...

The following people p'rdsented papers during the two -dal conference:
. .. . '

. .
isert ram C. Bruce _ ,4 a ... Bolt,("1Zaranek 6 Newman, Inc.

. ..
,Veda -Marrow . American institute for Research

. ,
Alice bavison r 'Ar

1.,*\

" .

pr ry7Ie
a .

-Center, for the ,Study of Reading (CSR)

r
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t Marg of \I
ret Griffin . University California, San Died() k

1 .
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Roberf N. Kantor NOw at Dept. of English.,, The Ohio State Univ.
.. -

.1 I

..

,

Andee Rubin '

. ,

Dalt, Baranek & Newman, Inc, '

( .,,,'

it

. .
Matk Seidenberg Now,at McGi1,1 University

Rams4.Selden .. N9tional Institute of Education
, .

f e following participants led discussions of pre sentations:

. '
b Tierney CSR

/

Gebrgia Green- CSR & Dept. of Linguistics, Univ. of Illinois

'4 Jea Q. 0 s bo r n 1CSR

All of the peopimho spoke at the conference have had to confront
.

* r eadability area/eel formulas in sore area where it is important to flake a text

I 0

4
ti

. .

comprehensible to a particular audience 0reyers. With the points
. )..

that they raised, and the fscussion.of them,*we hope to make some '
/ I it'

.

.useful definitions of the issue)s and argdments bearing one.them.
.

. . .
6 A

2. On the Validation pf the Original Readability Formulae
, A ..

. .
.

t

s
Ramsay.Seldenl

_
, . .

- ,
.

.

This,talk focuses on: (a) a brief histbryoPthe development of . . ..
. .

. -
readability formulas, with a critical. look at how tesearchers settled

on the most widely .used variables; (b) a variety o' problems and .

. ,
v . . ,

'
Y'''''

cireolarities existing !nee validation of readabiflity formulas;
, : % ' 4

6 / .....

....

and (c) Selden's own research on readability, represints a deparrtfre_which
.

. .,-
. .

.

from traditional use of readability formulas.andtwhich serves, to point

out wl'at is wrong with readability formulas and how they are used.
-

f.
.1"/

z ..
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Basica lly*,readability
, .

formulas involve empiricaj counts of three
- .

.
.

or four ch'aractetistics of a text, which -are multiplied by weighted. ,

.

. r
coefficients, with the resultant numbers being summed to give an

index of the readability of a piece of text. A readability index

/ . ,.

number for a gLveni text is typically based on three samples of ]00

words each from that'-tekt. Readability formulas are intended to be

"1`

indices of the difficulty of a passage, but they were.never intended

to provide specifications of text chpracteristics tat contribute to

text difficulty.

The Development of Readabiiity Formulas

Readability research. probably began in earnest wi6i the publica-
,. .

F

tron in 1920 of E. L. Thorndike's Teacher 's Word Book. This was a

listing of 14,000 vocabulary items stratified by their frequency of

, appearance per mililo n words, in several corpora of language data.
. ,

#

it represents a sysiemattc effort to provide a tool for the estimation
. .

thi difficulty. of words which can assist in the teacher's intro-
.,

of apprppriate material to students leirning to read., Syste-
.

, .

matic analysis of.text was not,new, 4# course; for instance, Klare
1 ,

.(i963) cites studies in Ole* 1800s aimed at classifying text by its era
o

of.publ

to that

the cha

.

concept

liation'accordTPg to the mean,ienkth of its sentences. Prior
.,-,.

, Herbert.§penset and language phlioso ers had speculated on
. . ,

racterjstics of text that entered !ri m\eadability and on the

. ;Still,of readability itsetf%, Still, Thorndike's wordlist reflects a -

I

4"

,-

II
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perception Cthe 'pedagogica l' usefulness of examining reading materials

and validly estimating tlje difficulty with which they mayibe

Lively and Pressey (1923) published a study of vocabulary burden based

on tbe.Thorndike Oordlistiand found the mean frequency strata of words
7

in text to.be associated with the grade level in which the textual

materials were to be used. This was an important precedent, as that

has literally been the paradigm for readability technology. Using his

own frequency-stratified wordlist, Dolch (1928) found that books, within

a single, grade varied widely in estima ted reading difficulty.

-Around 1930, a substantial amount,of experimentation was begun

concerning the Siariabies used as predictors of re ability: In 1928,

. .

Vogel and Washburne predicted the tested repding,ability of subjects_

who liked a book on the basis of, Its propdrtion of unique vords to total

.words (type/token ratio), proportion of prepositions, proportion of

4

words not oh the Thorndike list, and the proportion of'simple sentences. /
t - ..' 7.

.:.. ,

Most useful were the Thorndike measure Of vocabulary diffi2ulty and
. .

.

the proportion of simple sentendes. Lewerenz, An six studies from
/

.
e.-.

029 to 1933, found the difficulty of
f

assotlated with he initial

-- T:

letter of words in the text ("I" and "E" were hard, "W," "ii," and "B"

were easy), with thepresence of viol-as ofGreco-Roman derivation, I

.

. .

with high-fr uency vocabulary, with the presence of'sensor; words,

IPA. r.. / . e

and witIrthe presente,of polysyllabic words.
.e.,

r m ..
.

1

I

1
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,Gaperaliy. attention in.investigations from 1930 to the present
.

1. 4

has split into considerations of word characteristics and considerations ,
t . .

.....
of sentence characteristics as predictors of readability. Where ,Eras

,. .
. i

.
- -,.

been virtually po work on tfte characteristics of the message structure,
. . , . - .

1

of texts until- the work of 4e,yer (1975) and Kintsch and Vipond (1979)

in the last few Years. Summary works such as the one done by Klare
.

(1963) Lhdicate a set of word feltures4 which have consistently been
I

shorn, to tie useful in estimating readability: vocabulary

baseaon a frequency-stratified wordlist developed from samples of

text, prose, letters, or other bodies of-written language; word length

measured both in letters and, in syllables; and, word spelling,'
.

specifically the'presdhce of.certaid graphellp in'ceetain.positions

in words. As one notible exception, Rudolf Flesch has not included

, vocabulary faMiliarit in his-rentability fdrmulas; instead, pis

1948 work..detalls two %ubscales, a "reading ease" scale based on word
_ .r .

1 .
length and sentence length and a "human interest" scale based on the

number of personal references In the text. .Hi's later studies described

developments of the. readability measures based pp the proportion of

affixed and abstract words (Flesch, 1951, 1954). Flesch's formulqs are

based on the premise that words` in the text which appeal. directly to*
4

the 'reader's attention and which,provide oontent,Which is Concrete- #
.,

__ ,...-

as oppoed to abstract wiif be more Interesting and mors easily read.

, ... . .

However', as Klare points out 050, pp. 19-20), this premise probably
. .

V 4 "
p. 4,4

4

20

I
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. .

hords only for certain, types of text, such as fiction. Across all types
4

of text, includIngtechrlical, narrative, and -expository writing, the_

A 3
words hypothesized to be readable by Flesch would often be unantici-

pated and could be- expected to disrupt' reading, making it more difficult.
.

Significantly, the Flesch "reading ease" formula, based only on

sentence length and word length, was cited by Kiare as the single most

widely used formula.
.

Researchers have experimented with a number of sentence characteristics

as determinants of readability: numbers of prepositional phrases, degree

O f embedding or subordination, pres6nce of structures sucsh as passive

verb forms.' In most studies these variables have shown relatively

"of .6

weak correlations with criteria of readabilIty, beyond the correlation

provided by sentence length alone. Since these sentence- structure

variables are highly correlated with sentence length (hi4HT-y*subordinated

variables tend to be long); tlity have not endured as praittors of
.

readability.

To summarize, since its beginning in the early 1920s, readability

research has investigated a varietY47 textual features, but has most

consistently,preferred'a vall set, whjch has d4nlayed enduring useful- .

-----7:---
nee. Idvestigation also explored alternative methods for measuring

criterion measures, predictor measures, and assigning weights to are-
. N.

A

dictors in the formulas: By, the mid-1950st mo tformulas were working

with just three variables --yocabulary familiarity, word length, and
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sentence length. In most widely used formulas% a combination of two

of these three variables is used.

. There seem to be two,primgry reasons why readability formulas

settled on'these three measures; First, formulas containing Just two

'of the variables characteristically show correlations of .7 and .8

with criterion readability scores (Dale & Chall, )948; Fry, 1968;

Spache, 1953). '"his indicates a good deal of predictive power, from

50% to 65% of the variance in criterion readability, and there is

little increase in predictive power to be gaineethrough theincorpora-.

lion of additional variables. This is pointed It in Selden (1977);

since readability formura fail to account for syntax etcept for what

may be incidentally measured by sentence length, this study attempted

-.- I

to add syneactic variables to the formulas. Theresearch tested

whether or not pieces of texts Containing sentences that use relatively

, common surface strings would be more readable than texts with isentences

containing relatively uncon1on or infrequent surface strings. 'When a

measure of frequency of surface strings was added as a variable to

another formula, it was found that thi; added significantly to the

. .
..,

predictive powers of the formula for older'reddets dealing with more
. ..

difficult texts, but did not have much effect for younger readers. While
.. .

it was valid to adSume that the. variable was sigolficant to some degree,

-- ......., r
the question was Under what conditions is it important to account for

.....

. - .

itr The addition of a variable -has to be weighed against the payoff.

22
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The-second reason why readability formullas settled on-those three

jbasic measures is that it has been desirable for readability formulas

to be convenipnt to use, requiring counts of. textual variables which

can be compiled by a classroom teacher or publishing house staff
. .

without a great deal of time and complicated tabulation. This was

probably more true in the past, before there were computerized text -

analysis- capabilities. Also, the desire for convenience depends on

the premise that classroom teachers use readability formulas on some.

widesdread basis to evaluate texts and to match them up,with studenhs.

the only known 'study of the use of such formulas in the class-
,

Bute
room, part of a survey done by Jean Chall and Edgar Dale in the mid-

.% . , ,.,

veryvery little use of readability formulas by teachers was found..
........0 s

Indeed, it seems logically and operationally unreasonable for teachers
J

1

to use readability formulas. Good- reading Ipecialists and readifig

lz

teachers tend to work with two vast °mains of intuiti4 nonempirical.

information in matching children and {texts. One domBin is knowledge

about th4child, which goes far beyond standardized reading test

scores to include information on what, kind of reading materials the .,

child.ha's read in the past, what his or her interest mkght be, more

detailed indications of what his or her reading"p4aleas might be,

'IL
and so on. A second domain includes the_vast amount,of »inforMtion

about reading materials which boes_beyond whit readability focmulais

tend to measure. Reading specialists and reading tutors have a

A

"or

23
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the

which

a-ppl--oxirn-tie. A tiff i'culiy.A,

words in t?ie 6co a

with, and so on. A

V
tiha the stRry is fibout, Basically

particular-chi14Migi;t.need speciallhelp

of that information is infinitely more useful

in matching the book with the child than a technological assessment of
.

th'e mat'erial compared with the child's reading test score.

11.

Some WidelyAsed Formulas
t

Dale' and Chal 1 (1'948), Dolich (1948), Fry (1968), Gunning.,(1952),

Spache (1953), and Sticht (1972, 1975) have devised forrnulasibed on

the three basic measures (Petitioned above* (vocabulary lists, word length,

sentence length, 'or a. combin- 'atioh of two of these measures), and wAich

have both properties of beingeasy to use and of bearing a high degree

of Indicated predictive power.

Dale ani(ihali
4

t
. ,comprehens ion .1579 words' not 'on Da14-Chal 1 list of 3000

4

cotrrion words) + .096 (words/sentence) + 3.6365.
. . ,-

14 i§'unning .
,. .

..
t .

Readabi I i ty Index IN .4 (mean sentence length +
.

% words over two.

Spaphe

syllaklesh
e

Publisher's gradelevel r .141 (mean sentence length) + 086
( .% words not on Dale list of 769 easy
words) + 1839.

24 k or

4

I
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Publisher's grade level = average of 'able values for median
sentence 1 ngth, 90th percentile
sentence.. ength4 and % words not on

C Dolch l'stof 100,0 easy, words. .

Publisheris grade level.= i tersection of values for sentence length 4
- rld word length measured in syllables on

the Fry Readability Graph.

FORCAST (Sticht, 1975.

Compiehension =-20 .

number of one-syllable words.

;i

IQ

The Valiaation ProWlem

The problem of validating these formulas needs.,to be examined in

Closet detail. Most formulai are validated against one of two criterion
p r .

. 1.,

measures: publishers' assigned grade level fOi passages from reading
,..

.

.

. texts, lilt alms for the HcCall-Crabbs comprehension passages, :The

.
Dale-Chall formula was validated against the,,McCal -Crabbs (1925a:

1925b, 1961) comprehension norms; Gunning, agains other readability

formulas; Spache, Dolch, and Fry against publishers assigned grah,....

',level; and FORCAST.(Sticht, I9) against comprehension questions.
If*

0
Formulas are developed by conducting multiple regression analyses on

6 set of passages (e.g.,, 50).using,a range of predictor variables
.

and working out the best seta weights and constants,to estimate
.

t.

the criterion. .
.

. c

c.)
..

-.....

The publishers' assigned grade level simply reflects where.a ..

z passage occurs in a basal. seiles (usually 1.1 through 6.).' in.the

Si
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,. ": .3 ..," , le -- .* past, passages were assigned to thee' various levels by common sense,.

_ ,writer feedbaok,',teacher feedback, and other information, witif formulas
..,-..:

' being used as a. check. Since most basal selles.
e
go only thrOi§h level

N., . . .' - , .
6.2, the fol-mulas are then/based-on, elementary. passages, even though, ii'

,. 'they are supposed to be predictive 4p :to adult reading levels% Besides .
. ,,- is

,., ,
C ' ." t\

% prciblem , there are circularities that, plague the validation of.
. ,

,_ formulas against ,pub I ishers ' assign94.9rade level. First is a peda-
%a . . .. e

gog i ca 1 'circularrty in shat, te same extent, the- skills that are p
, S

- ' ,D (
emphasized. in instruction of schodi children correspond with the kinds. S... .. ',I' .. t ' . 1,'

of text characteris.ti cs the formulas are ,geared to measure.' The
_

Harris - Jacobson (1974) formula prObably goes the 'farthest in dbing , , ,,-

'4

1

t In its four-variable versonoit measure sentence length,

wor& length, word famil Lari ty based on frequency of use-in basal',, "-
reader programs, and word "decodabl 1 i ty'l based on phoneme-grapheme

i
0 ,... ./correspondences. Word frequency end decodibtliti are both heavily

-.

taught in basal 'reader prtigrams. oifekr time re a roach a technology
f 0 4 - , _

i 4

that oh the one band teaches certain ski I is. and on the other hand

evaluateS the demand for those skirls in texts as indicators-of the"'
,

4r

readability of the te)it .- Thkre ,s.a., danger that after a whl,le what --
- A

... o' * ' ....... -
is measured is. simply what,J. taugh,t, tearing a Partial relation to., real-,.

r

..
. . ., ... ,....--

,
....., , .,.. :wor Id

)11
te ra cy . , .

. . Thgre ii a .afore` superficial ie41 0 circularity. Involved .in using
_. ./.

,,
..- . i *. , ,

1

publ ishers' 'assigned jade lelel as a 'criterion. Simply, pub) Isher,s use

71'
1

k

YY

-

. 's I ..
4d 1+, ' 4. ,

..- . .
.. _

ek
..... .1...

7 .
4,..,

2 6 , i - .
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readabilityltormulas inbmt extent to control at least the grade place-
s, ,1 ,

, .

mend of passages* if no4the revision or the initial writing of the
-7.--, 4

passages. themselves. -Thin Tformutas tan-become sel-t--ful-f till ng-1

J e

prophecies In continuing to be applied to passages that are written

,
to conform to them. . , sr-

%

The other 'criterion against which formulas are validated is an
. . .

empirical measure of the comprehensibility oftPassages: The most
2 > 4

0 %,. j 0°

C.-
prominent-Of these are the. McCall-Crabbs (1925a, 0,2513, 1961) compre-

ft

hension passages. T e are short paragraphs, mostly fictions

expository mianfictlen; -re Iovit-d-by-12 to l s- cho e -content

101

questions.
.

Because olpe relatidnship between Ahe questions and the
0 Or

%,assages, the passages are fell to represent a set of materials for

which there is some empirical indication of what is learned from them:

These passages were administered to a large number of children of

ay.,m-
different grade levels. Two numbers were produced: ,theli 54. criterion

..)

of readability, which gives the ve age grade level ofshedlithrun who

f, got at least- 50%,of the que ons isorrecc for a particu.lar passage, ,

it . .

and C70, the. amerage grade levp1 of those who got 70% Correct. Advantages

.
i -'4'

, .

/1 of the,141C011-,Crabbs passages are that, UIey were normed on a large

population; and there seems to be +som empirical blsis for grade place-
;

-7 -

$

4 t-

C

rmipt-oftthe.pASages,. There are, several problem rifth this test,

4
however. Are the questiqns bore difficult than the text Itself? 'Ate

0
the questionsAn accurate measure of learning from the text? Do the

e .
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. questions measure something a child hag learned from the text or has
.

Av
....

.
. .

4
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O

. brought to the text? Are there problems with testing e rori.-4atigue,

and-rtem error? Further, the original norming did not nvoive a wide

range of readers, text types,. or tasks, and there is till g.Tedagogical

..,/

./.

circularity in that the passages are similar Jr1 many respects to those

. ,,
.A

. 1

film &sal readers., And,finally, problems ariseI validating a modern-
.

. .

formula against highly dated,materlalsrand norms. In one attempt to
,

Pf Co /0

update the norms, however., using '9;ntempt; Idrpn reading the same

IVO

passages used-in 1925 and answeting the 4 estions, no s1444ficant

diffetenceswerefounde-x-apf---erttit 121-g e level Glat-obson, Kirkland,

4)1
Selden, 1978).

Cloze tests have been used hs independent measures of readability,

too. The cloze procedure involves deleting every fifth. word from a ,

passage, with the subjects' accuracy in supplying the exact missing word

indicating the readability. One of the obje,ctions to it is that synonyms

are not coupted as correct, although it isclaimed that this does not

,

affect its iaiidity. Another objection is that this test does not

involve the same psycholOgical processes as are involved in feeding a

text and performing some task afterwards; i.e., the doze task Involves
'..

.
.

looking back in the 'text for clues to the deletiOns so that 4t is more
i o la

. ,

.

puzzlelike soN ing,a verbal than like reading a text in a linear

fashion. The correlations may be high because the verbar'problem-solving

skills that are useful In doing a clo;e prdcedure on a passage may be

4
I

z

4,

2 8
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held by readers,who are proficient in various other/kinds of comprehension

tasks.

Researchers 3t NIE conducted a study t at serves to i uminate what

is wrong with readability formulas and how they are used. The study

involved the analysis; of the difficulty of the federal income tax

4
package in terms of the speculated ability of the average adult,to read

the package and use the information in it. The General Accounting

Office insisted al some kind of readabilitseasure being used to verify

that (a) the ollpina) package was too difficult and (b) that, with the ,'

04.4,

recommended changes, the resultant tax package' met certain levels. The

. estimated difficulty was lowered according to the Dale-Chall; Yards-
..

.

Jacobson, Fry, and FORCAST formulas. There was a good deal of variability

;among the formulas about the estimated level, as many as four' grade

levels difference,4with the average grade level being about 12.5. Other

kinds of analyses, such as detailed linguistic and visual ormat analysis,

were carried out to point out difficulties in the text without reliande

on the formulas.- For example, there was extensive use of liftibranchlnp

Structures in the forms, such as preposed if clauses, whichhpsycho-

linguiitic research (e.g., Palmer, 1974) has shown to be difficulttto
.

e
Process,-and which are not accounted for in any formulas, except to

's

the extent that sentence length ref cti ;his. If these strulres

were moved to the other end of e sentence, the sentence might be

easier to process tVgn though it would be the same length.

fok

29,

4
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It was estimated that one hird of the adult population confronted

- with the original tax forins wou

what little information;the;e. is on how.well adults read, A set 6f
(-

haikdifficulty reading them, based op

revisions was proposdd, 'moving conditional- clauieS to the end ot
.Y

sentences, replacing some of the technitai vocabulary, and doing a
4

good deal of work with ibe visual format., These revision lowered

the readabillt0 evel bY three to four levels (to about 8.54?mainly

by changing factors that are not di rectly,meesured 6Jeddability
4 . .. 6 f ' ..

formulas. At the same .11-ime-, .the Crts independently revised the tax
1 416 r --

materials, .lowering the readability estimates by four grade levels

IF

1- rA
(to 8) mainly by reducing sentence length and worn difficulty, variables

which are measured directly by the formulas. Nevertheless, when a

reporter tave these IRS-revised forms to some .b;ight eighth graders

in San Jose, very few of them could f4
.

simulated, data. Wrifprtunately, there

of_th:trevisd HIE tax farms on a:stars%)

11 i'Dut the form correctly, given

was no control led field testing

le group of potential us ers`,

The failure of eighth - graders to adequately comprehend text

6 S3

evaluated at, eighth -grade ,Jevel points out what is wrong with', using

readability formukas .for evaluating and controlling fhe difficulty of

a,variety of types of. text., One problem is the publisher's use of the
40

formulas, not

as indicators

of 'particular

as indicators of the genera} difficulty

Of what changes should be made to57lower

texts.i This not dnly does not work, but

4

4 , .

co

3 0

of a-text, but

the difficeity

it also ignores

or
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the explicit, w arnings of the formulas' inventors that they are not Valid
7 , ----,

-for-such purposes. A-Adrge p-roblem wi th the MS's at-tempt Is that the
. ., -

*W.
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formulas uses are based on the abi,li ties of elementary school chi Laren ir

I

..., . . .
and the properties of elementary school texts, while the tax materials

. .4. -

were written' to correspond to an adult revel (8-12.1, There are striking.

rit

di fferences b'etween the range of adult readers' abi I i tivs and that of

learning.readers in elementary school'. There are also radical

differences between the type of tex' -used in tax instructions and in

heiret+ve- end -exposit-I:my- -prose,- and-the-re- are strilang differences

between the tasks of reading instructions and following them on a

form, and of reading a paragraph and answering questions.about

Readability formulas are not sensitive to differences in typo.

,type of reader', or type of reading task.

*An'Alternative Modei

Thi,_, rings_us_to arLaNernaI t i-ve_ro de I _for_the_problem_o_measurinq. _

. , .

'eadability developed boy myself and Janice Reddish of the American
I*. .

Institute foi Research. The objectives behind developing this Model

are (a) to provide_ some balls for estir,nating`and evaluating the reada-

bility,bil i ty, of a piece of text, and (b) IC) come up with a .technology that. ..
% - .--,

is self-enriching in order to increase our
.

understandiyth of what makes
...

things readable.. l. This new model is not a
.

formuia, but a more organic
,

41.

approach to the problem. It involves first identifying what the function

or intended purpose of the particular piece of text is: i.e.,' what 'task

.I

) , ...6.........,

31
IOW
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is involved, who is to peifono it,leod.what genre the text is. Those

three dimensions seem to be useful and necessary ways to cldssify the

fucticrn of a piece of text. it is necessary to have some sense` of

Ak,

what kindfireader the piece is being presented to, since readers.

differ. q, the task is very important,, since different tasks

(getting gist of something, memorizing details, foli lowing instructions,

etc.) may involve differenrs.type; of *reading skills. Third, materials

of different genre differ in their structure and applicability and
'

be used by different people to do dferent things (see.Figure 1).

Insert Figure 1 about here.

If one starts out, then, 4 specifying the function of the text, /
there Is a body of scientific and practical literature ore can draw

. .#

on to determ ine what characteristics the texts should have in order to

./neetheir functions. In the scientific ltilerature, there.are 50 years

tifYe ty re3 torch d-nd 100 years gf- -psycho log tcal research on how .

characteristics of -texts interact with characteristics of people.

.,Thereis a practical body bf iiter ature in the 41ds of technical

writing, graphic design, and educational technology. To some extent,

..

the, design of a piece of text can be controlled.experimentally; i.e.,
. .

1r

. one can identify, control,,elekeep track of What is being manipulated

in the document. Tho next step is tot)test the new piece of tent through
4..%

1
.

. ,
..

..

. f.
. . 1 .

[
t

i
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a field,situation that tests the adequacy of the text against its

original function. That evaluation is used to verify whethir-or not

the dtiosign preciPts hold. ,

This system does two things. First, it gives a basis for prag-

maticaOy and realistically telling how difficult a document is'for

-its intended purpdse, because an operational field test has been run.

Second, this cycle of drawing on the research'iiterature and the

practical guidelines,, systematically controlling the design of texts,

and field testin the to is has implications for enriching the validity

rs'

of the scientific and practical guidelines. This is one alternative

to_readability formulas. it does not account in detail for the way

a given document is going to interactwith th ychologiCal and
4.1

personal characteristics of an individual user. Whatit does do,

is provide a technology for systematically designing and controlling

doctrnents.

if

'Discussion

Green: The AN alternative model to readability formulas 4kst

described makes a great deal of sense, ainglin fact: fits WI with some

research which I would like to.conduct. My idea was to copduct field

tests of trade picture books which children in kin dergartft or first.

grade like to read, but which are rated higher (about thirdDrade level)

. . . A.

by standard readability formulas, to determine lf sich trade books
,. .

.
.

.
.

-
. . .

.

really are that difficult. A number of trade publishers have "Easy
. . ,

1

A

.L
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Reader".series which are advertised as vocabulary-controlled and sometimes

controlJed.by readability formulas asLwell__TYpicallyrsuch trade
.

pub4cations are much more interesting than basal readers.

Mother point brought up by Selded was that proponents of reada-

bility formula* suggest that they be used by teachers -and assume that

they will be used by teachers to fit Aaterials to their students.

4101111e l concur that teachers probably have not Icthe time--if
/

in

fact they have the inclination--to conduct such work, r am opposed
es,

su gestion_on_princIple. The .phiThasophy_behInd that Is_to

discourage teachers from relying on their( ostincts but rather, to

rely on the judgments of "scientists," whjc are lab fled as valid
/

and objective. This philosophy explains, at least in,part, why

teachers' manuals are often three times the length in pages and many

more times the length In textsof the text being taught.

Also 'brought out by Selden'd15resentatIon was the comment that

.

applying liesch's (1948) reading caselKilman Interest scale to technical

'docpments might cefulvin izarre texts. If the Art of Readable
. .

Writing (Flesch, 1949) Is ny Indication, this is indeed the case,

since Flesch practices what he preaches. The text is very much like

spoken language, and Is filled with direct commihds and colloquialisms.

Selden; One way in which

is by ayodding semi-colons and

-

t lower readability score can be reached

replacing the; with periods--which would

34
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4......
I r" .-_-.:

k .

..,,

.......--.- ....-4 , _ ---appear to
b..

e one of Flesch's strategies.___Notp_also- that replaci-ng--_-__________
, .

or that, new formulas be developed to perform thesame functlonseas

those already 'e(isting formulas.

technical ,vocabulary with

not account for the, fact

1 words may forego accuracy and may

Fiat the audience for which a text is written

, 4

may be familiar with the to nrcal words, This would be th case

within the Government, for example.
.

i Seidenberg: Several, issues have been brought up that are hardly

debatable. One is that readibility formulas have not been van:dated

in ,a yall0 wet.- A second is that people can abuse readability formulas

irn various ways. For instance, they might use them as a'guide to

writing texts, instead of as, a way of getting some additional informa-

tion about something which has already been written. However, a

lot of issues remain open-to question. For example, improper ,

validation of the-formulai does not necessarily invalidate the entire

enterprise of readability formulas., There may still be

want formulas which will be easy to apply to texts,_and the

reason to

still_be a theoreti-cal_basis-on which to develop valid T

AIR type of alternative Is acceptable only If there is a Large amount

'olf time and money available for the field testing and evaluations.
. .

Certainly, such testing. muse be done for at least some texts some of

the time. I would expect publishers to neact Instead

that4Ziasvalidation..tests bi done properly on already

by suggesting

existing 6rmulas

#
35
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>
Selden: In mif,dissertation research (Selden, 1977), I point'out

., - .
)

.

that the formulas fail to take

,

filio account the syntax of the sentences

at all. Only sentence length has prevailed as a Variable which Ind!-

cates syntactic difficulty. Others had noted in the1930's,and 1940's

that such features as number of prepolsittons, number of independent

clauses
rr

as well as other grammatical features seemed abbe associated

with re dability. in the 1970's, a great deal ofthomskyan research_

was done to investigate the effect of the number.of transforWations

implicit in the surface string on readability:- 1owever, nobody had

investigated how frequency of occurrence relates toillow difficult the

syntax is fortheLigader. Ply hypothesis was thal texts which contain

relatively common surface strings would be more readable than texts

which contain relatively uncommon surface strings. I went through

SF
an'ela bo r a t e* p r o ce dure to measure this effect and to constructsa

ivdability formula variable that would account or this. What I'

found was that addition of such a yariable (frequency of occurrence
"

of surface structures) added significantly to the predictive power of

the formula. The effect was much greater for older readers than for

the younger` readers. I needed a curvillneqr tratisformation of the .

variabib in order to get a significant effect, even for the oldet--'"-

. .
readers, The marginal change was Orttremely I' was left with

e pragmat conclusion that while this featurimay be a ,valid paA

ablllt It might not be important to account for ft-under all

4
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conditions. .Certainly writing Skill and talent and pi .n good writg

would be at least as important.

I,
Adding variables to formulas is anextremely bulky process. With

. 4 .

.

.

the-advent of,computerized text analysis, the addition of new variables
.

-.0.mon=1.

is becoming more feasible.

The realreal puzzle concerns the validation aspect of the problem.

Why haven't additional vatidat i tudieslimen performed on these,

formulas? Now much is involved in takinia different set of passages,

A /

applying theformUtas, and comparing this to other criteria which

indicate the difficulty Of the passes? Virtually none of this kind

of reseace has been,conaucted:

Seidenberg: Given the s tous questions about the validation pro-

cedure, it is difficult to valuate the meaning of studies which shows

the effect of additionalvariables to be minimal. On psycholinguisitic

r,'

grounds, a variable such as ft7equ ency of o ccuogence might be expected

to make bonsiderable difference.

Selden: This7is in part a problem of regiession equatiOns, In my

study, I would have preferred not to have controlled sentence length,.

One might then wonder whether or not sentence length was'intirecting

with frequency of occurrence. Therefore: It was necessary to control

.sentence length. One effect washes out the other. The answer to Such

A

. dilemmas is experimental studies. Building passages which are controlled

in all respects save one enable the researcher to see how comprehension ,

differs spen.manipulating thi Variable,

37, .dr
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3. 'Readability Formulas and the Def hiition of

the Task of Reading

M argaret Griffin2

In working with children, it becomes clear that the levels defined

by readability formula's are misconceivesdOn th t they are base'9 on

.

misConpeptions,about the task of reading. The formulas are least /

;

useful at the lowest and highest levels: At levels near the top, t e

formulas characterize as readably what we would generally call poor

writing, and at the lowest level (Grade) and under) the Spache'

foriula (1953) is the only formula that can be used. TO define

reading as progression through reading levels is inadequate.

In spite of these 'facts, readability research has an impact on
.

instruction in several ways. First, teachers may accfpt the suggestion

. that411..in the primary grades the goal of reading instruction should

, bkto get children to read longer sentences with bigger words--
,

a stranRp goal for reading. Secondly, the formulas have an effect

on the materials produced for reading instruc tion, since they are

widely used by publishers and state textbook committees.,

,

4E.

Inadequacy of Reading Levels

The inadequacy of defining reading as progression through reada-

F bility levels can b; illustrated by looking at a story composed by

a kindergarten child, as reported'in Vivian Gussin Paley's Wally's

Storiei 41981):
4

I

.4
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A little boy lived all alone 1n a deep forest, When he wanted
.

? . -
e

ato know a word, he.esked lions and tigers and wolves. They ,

..

told hl s pretend words, because hecouldnIt speakanimal
. A b

v

language. One day he saw a lady an a man who didn't have

.a little boy. "What language do yo1 speak?"
!4 A

) "Animal -pretend. talk."

"That's 6K, 'cause wetan teach you people's, language.
- ,,

,-,

0

2
0

1
A (.1.-
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_

Which one dg yoy wan.; to learn?"

"English."

11.

)Good, because that's our language. What 'words do you

want to- know?"

"Lion, tiger, and wolf."
-

"You iirbadt know them. You just said them."

"Then animal.pretend talk must be English."

So they lived happily ever after. But the man and lady

kgew some_words the boy didn't know, so they did have a lot g

to teach him. . ,,

. ,

The following is an example of a typical story to be,found in a

basal reader for beginning readers:

.Bill said, "Look here, Ben;

Look at the ducki."

"Here, ducks," said Ben.

"Look at this.

Get it, ducks."

t
0

r.

1.

k

t

(Ginn 726 Level 3; see Clymer, Parr, Gates b Robison, 1976, pp. 11-12)

When Wally's Story is compered with the kinds of storrkptesented to r

beginners in basal readers, it becomes clear that the notions of else,

defined by readability formulas do not correspond well tochildren's

Nda

O

-05 1'
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c.
actual abi tide's; The child wriii.er..reibibited more awareness of,

,
, ...: - l

. 4 "
connectives, for example. It fact, the texts' written for ,ch'ildren

may actually confuse them as to what reading, is for.

-

Goals of Reading Instruction

This brings up the major issue of the goals of ,reading instruction.

. .

Waimsle9 (1981),arves that 06 gclart of reading,ins tructio9 are

.:.3

.

t .

ilieological
-.

by nature. There are three basic ideological positions
, .

on 01e goals of reading 17trdctions: cultural reproduction, utilitarian,
,

. -.'.
and interactive. Those, who see- the goals,of reading In terms of

.
.

. A

4

.

culture reproduction are concerned with the eventual ability qf ,the
f,, .

f readeF'toread the works .of the culture that are deemed important--
,....

>
.

Faulkner or: Shakespeare, for example. The second viewpoint, the

utilitarian orientation, is directed toward the ability of the reader

to read materiais, such as tax forms, that are necessary from a

practipal point of view. The utilitarian goal is a subvariety of the

cultural reproduction goal; in both views the reader is seen as an
_

. 6

object, and strategies for teaching reading are likely to involve

. ,.f
1.

manipulation cif the tekt. A. , .

. .

The third,..interactiveVview sees the reader as subject. There

,are various orientations within, this viewpoint, such as thg romantic

(exemplified by bibilotherapy), the cognipve0.01`'d the social (as in

ry

the work of Kozol, l9713, and Frei re, i970). In the social interactive
,

4 7:

t .... IP
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' 4

' fra it, the basic question to rill In evaluatIngilhe readers atoll ity

V

to re9d a text is: Do pajbple at Leyel Y geeihe Judgment that they ,,

have read this text? ,

, , .

.. -..., Reader-as-Sub/kr vs . Re;dir=as -Oh J ect Approaches

. ,

-
.

. t' As in example of .the difference in approach between social inter**
,

- -

,'''Ir . active and reader-as-object models, consider a, text such as:

{11' Through the years the nation (Japan has trained the

skilled workers needed- in those factories% The result

is a prosperous industrial nation.

Atypical driterlon question that might be asic'd of a reader in a

.readeflassolaject model Is : '' . ,

4
,

.

g.f ' 0
.

) Is Japan often thought of as a Well-to-do successful

nation ?'. .4'
.

.t.
_ _

. .« .

Freire OM) would argue that a question of this type doesn't provide
,

.....

a very full criterIon of understanding. The relevant.question, In de
.

. ,

'social interactive view, is: What does it really mean to read a given
1,---7-

text? Do you want people s'inp ly to be able to reproduce information, L

oe do you want- them to have something like social Interaction with the
.

.. .
'. .

text? Hence, the social Interactive model would ask the egaminer aa_.
. ,. . .

. ,lidestionAlke (3):, ,,
... /

(2)
.. 4 (3/ is, a question like 0/ a measure df whether the passage4

N'.,
Is real to the answerer?

. , . 2 2

#
.

'

ReatIpb1 l I ty, forpulas.may pregRet the readabi 1 1 ty-of a passage

r . 1 f - , . .

. for many kids, but Other factors are Involved, and it Isn't clear'
.. .

. '
..

. ,
.

i if 4%
f a

. 1
, "'r 8. . ' ....

8. .
L. ' ..

41
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thatlriting a better readability formula will make am difference.
a

What makes
;

a passage easy to read is not necessarily text-derived.

Using a'number of facts, it is possible to make a text easter, but

how do we knpw whether the text requires the same task after this has

been done/ Why, for example, do we assume thatreading the "duck"

story is the same task as. reading something like "Wally's Story ?' iHow

do we know that in making reading easier we haven't made it a diffeient

task than what we want children to eventually be ablq to do? ,

Cultural Attitude and Purpose

The ability of childrento read a text interacts with cultural

values"and,with the purposes for reading tile text. For example, in

one first-grade group of children, the children were able to teed a

complicated menu containing ididsyncratic spell4ngs and abbreviations

In orderk' to find out what was4tor luoch on Wednesday, At could not
1

'read a ';''simple" text that said only "dodo bird" (under a picture of

a dodo bird). In the latter case, the children w d to read the

text, as "doo-doo bird," presumably because of the attractiveness of

.

the taboo expression and the orthographic analogy With the word do,

even though ,they knew phonics principles that should have given them

the conreet,pronunclation. In another example, an 8eyear -oid

.

V
conf ron with' the sentencerlt was three long hours became so angry

. .

g . ,

that he fused to continue reading the tat on the grounds that three
I

I

5
4 17)

.4

.

S
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hours is three hours. In cases such as these the "readability" of the

text depends on factors of cultural attitude and purpose, and notion

the length of words and sentences.
.

.Model of Differences

The overall problem we are dealing with in trying to describe -

readability is: How does a model of text features fit the material

of texts? This should not be seen as a relative rankingquestion,

for which it is satisfactory if a model of differences can be devised

that fits some comparative ranking. Rather, we need to ask: Can we ,

come up with a model of differences that fits all relative rankings

of passages?

Factors Not Considered by the Formulas

On the Flesch scale (i948), Graham Greene's The Heart of the Matter,

receives a rating of 86, and Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury 97,

indicating that these texts are very easy. In general, the .readability

scales often give strange and counterintuitive ratings.

There do seem to be some ways of patching ihinga up. For'example,

in looking at a text, the following factors could be carefully con -

sidered in addition to the score on a readability .formula: (a) degree.

of abstractness, (bY usage of metaphor, (c) unencoded inferences, pnd

(d)'sophistIcation of topic.

0

4
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Word Familiarity14COiltext

There are some specific problems th4 occur even with the more

37

sophisticated kinds of formulas such 'as t-unit analysis (Hunt, 1965)

.

and Botel and Oanowsky4s (1972) syntactic complexity formula. These,

. .

inoiude the question of what is meant by '%4ord familiarity..!' The

Wei; that there is a single mea ure that an-be-vatted-4%4prd-,

'a.,

familiarity" igndred the question of familiarity in oral vs. written

language, background of the read
-..

,

is. used. COMpare, fqr example, al with (4b):.
., ..

1,?*
.

.

(4a) The6 he looked bask,.and to, his great joy he perceived
t'

that the Lillian (a 6dati'hicfgOne4ff in a wild

dPrectionand,i,*,yawing,,ali oAr the pond.

(4b) Wheri a boat likia race 1. 4 must be carefql not to
. ,-

!k,-
eL c qv%.... P .

i%

In (4a) there is sufficient tontakt to enable the reader.to figure oute
I P'

the meaning of.tlie word * Whgle'in (4b) it is quite d/ifficuit.

,,
fte

,

. ,. ,

adabiiity fornias that insluk% sure of word familiarity are

, A nd lip context in which the word

t

not sensitive to h noes, and v uld rate vain (4a) as Just

as difficult as, z in t4b).

Conteit may also enatle.thp reader eta understand a difficult word

via a )f-defi'dirig structure, as in (5):

(5)
. .

Beetles are one of the'few kinds of.insectt *at make
.

their

t

own light.. Many glow only whi4e they are larvae,
.

hy, lithe young wormke form. .

)
.,k,

.
. .

... '

-:
.1' .

.

.,*
P

. * it

1
4

.

1 P

/ a ..

o

.

.
.

i.
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(6) . . . Jan had spoken a declaration of friendship that

. would make other white men hate him. A particle of

white rock had detached itself from that looming

mountain of,white hate add.had rolled down"the slope,

stopping still at his feet,

the words rolled down the slope, for example, are made more difficult

4

, t

In (5), the text defir s lar vae: but a readability formula would not

Readability Conference
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take account of thist fact. ti

Similarly, context may make words that should be "familiarifigand
owe.

therefore easy) Arose difficult, as in metaphorical usages. In a 'text

like 0

by the fact. that they are, used metaphoricaily. Again, measures of word

famiilaritydiscount this sort of fact.

Syntactic Complexity
0

Measures of syntactic complexity are similarly inadequate for

capturing the real level of difficulty of text for a reader. One

problem is thatthe numberof ways to classify'any given sentence is
.1

often extensive, there is li kely to be Ii.ttle agreement among classifiers.

For example, the distinction between headless relatives and embedded

questions may hevety difficult to draw.

Freeman, iarkin, Humphrey, and YSnofsky (100 point out

that Judgments of syntactic complexity must be made'in terra of some

theory of how language works, and cannot be determined simply on the

.
I

o'
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_ A-- 0

basis o surface.structural configurations. An ex6mple-is the dif.,

ferences among.Joe'sAlucky'brothee, Joe's lucky dayh, an lucky

Benny The relationships among Joe lucky, and the noun following lucky

are different in the three cases, but surface structure hides this

underlying tomplexity, Arhile a syntSgtic_complexity scale will treat(

the three as identical structures. Some other examples of this type

of problem: We expect a good team to plate is ambiguous, but possible

differences in complexity between the readings will bd ignored by

the formulas. A similar situation is the ambiguity in some cases

ofelbedded_icitlections_antLheacilessrelatlyesas_in_ilatie_wondered

what Sally did, where -there may be real differehces in reading

difficulty between the two readings, "Marie wondered what it was

that Sally did" and "Marie wondered the 'same thing that Sally did."

In some cases measures of syntactiC complexity seem to over-

predict difficulty, as in (7a):

(70 The policeman who is usually on-the corner wasn't there

today.

(7b) The policeman usually on the corner wasn't there today.

Mote that (7a) contains a full second clause,-whereas (7b) contains

a reduced relative clause (viajihiz teletiOn). The Syntactic Complexity

.

Formula (SCF) discussed in Granowsky and Rotel (1974) assigns a

complexity count of two to "dependent clauses" but only one to aidjectivei

and prepositional phrases. Thus the SCF judges (7b) to be easier than

.., 4 C
I+

_.'
.

i
. .

$ ,

.

k.
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(7a). Based.on the work of Fodor and Garrett (1967) d others, it',

seems likely that (7a)' is actually easier to process, /since it provides

more dues- to the -underlying strutur..., makfngiremm ttcal- re-lattons

more explicit. SO it appears that such a measure offs _complexity
I

.

as the SCF, as well'as one based on sentence-length, will make the wrong 4

prediction here.

A somewhat similar situation occurs in regard to passives, which

will automatically be rated by formulas as more difficult than acti'Ves.

hbile it may be true that passives are harder in general, actives are

clearly-more difficult in contexts which. topicallicithe- underlying

subject. This, accounts for the strangeness of (8b) as a TV announce-
.

ment:

(8a) -Tarzan.wili not be seen today because of the following

presentation.

(8b) You will not see Tarzan today because of the following

presentation.

(Freeman et al., f978)

Clearly, the passive is better because Tarzan is in topic position, where-

as (8b) seems to be stressing the viewer. Formulas which automatically,.
. ,

consider passives to be harder to understand than actives, regardless

tn' .of context, will often make wrong predict' s.

, There is also a problem with."simple sentences," as illystrated

by the contrast between (8a) and (8b):

I

5I
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(8) 1 like to telephone.-

want to telephone Sam. 4

I dial his number.

Sam's -telephone rings.

I hear a noise in my telephone.

4ihe noise teilslpe Sam's telephone is ringing.
.

(8b) I like to telephone. I want to telephone San, so I

41 ,

dial his number. The a noise In my telephone telfS

me that Sam's telephone is ringing.

As pointed out by Freeman et al. (1978), the use of separate sentences 4.

suggests that each fact is important ilraZIof,itself,and leaves the

reittIOnshrps among 'theNfacts
41}

howe'ver, would rate (8a) as much simpler than (8b).

Leveting-Out

Overall, readability formulas do not seem to be adequate as measures
,

of difficulty. On a more general Level, it may be that the notion of

" level" such as "level" specified by a formula) Is not useful in the

teaching of reading. Nor noes the use of the concept "level" seem to

be very useful when applied to grouping children according to ability .

for the-purpose of reading instruction; the result of such grouping is

that the. gap between-lower-group and higher-group children widens.

-may be that "leveling-oat," which doesn't work in grouping children,

really can't be expected to work,In eiralupting texts either.
.

This view Is supported by the work of Hess and Takanishj (1974),

whothive found that properties o f classroom materials do not have much

,

4

8
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impact on the amount of time spent on_text, a measure which_ls correlated_

Zrth comprehension of tHe text. Rather, interaction with the teacher

seems to be ihe.important factor.

Research suggests that the reading Level of a text has very

iittie.to do with how well a child readsor ha Nuickly the child

learns to read. This is indirect contradiction to the learning-to-
/

read theory which suggests a hierarchy of easiness to hardness on the

basis of texts. The questions which must be addressed ff we are to

develop aktheory of the reading task are How important are texts?

Are characteristics used by the readability formulas correct? Are

sentence length and word familiarity hierarchical features? Does the

4

task of reading have to do with length and familiar ity? If we answer

this last question in the affirmative how do we know that this la.an

.

appropriate defJnition of the task of reading? Tpere is'a confusing

blend of text-specific and generalizable characteristics in the learning-

to-read theory, such as the assunptton that the ability to read Here it

a'duck will generalize to the ability to read1Here 11's a iamb: This

not a very safe assumption.

. 4'

Zone -of- Proximal - Development Tutorial

.
An alternative way of studying the process of learning to read it

the zone -of- proximal - development. tutorial. The goat of this type of

study, as exemplified in the work of NW (1979), McKenzie (1977), and

Etter (Note 4), is to answer the questions: What goes on to interactions
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between text and novice vs._accomplished readers? The answer _to 4bls_

questlon should reveal the components of the readi tly task, and - shouid
S

demonstrate what Is relatl'tIy accessible to the novice, which Is

E
r

the real,criterion of easiness..

The value of taking this point of view is demonstrated by studies

such as Fereirro's (1978) work with prereaders, *In which she used

Piapetlan methodoiogies to determine what pr\readprs think Is Important

in reading. One of her findings is that 5- yearplds do not believe

that verbs are written on the page. Luria (1977 -78), also deaiing

with the question of what children expect when they go to the literacy

task, has stressed the importance of children's Idiosyncratic writing

and of discovering what the child thinks is writing. This approach

takes as Its starting point the question: What do children already

know? t
-

Riscussion

Charrow: Studies of the Ilteracy demands on government clerPcai

workers show that many no,t- too -weLi- educated peop>claim not,to b

able to read, but that this is because reading Jias been defined in a

certain way, and in fat; in their work these people perform a whpie

range of tasks that one could recall 'sreading," includln9 reading whole

pieces of text. ,

, Griffin; The zone -of- proximal- development approach would involve
r

sltting down with one pf these people and figuring out what can be done

S

ft
4.

n
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to make them able to do more than they're already doing. Then, when

this has been don, with a Dumber of people, begin tp abstract
A

out of your findings a scheme of what you can do with people at dif- r\

ferent "stages." Viet you end up with is not t'set of levels ;elated

by quantitative differences; instead you tend to get a set of

functionally different systems.
r,I

Green: One potential device for showiqg the relatedness between

sentences when connectives have been deleted Is paragraphing, but in

pribary texts there is a tendency to eliminate this sort of structure

as well.

Griffin: Paragraphing is probably not,very available to the teacher

as a device for showing connectedness because bf the tradition of oral

reading in Which the text tends to be br ken 16 strange placesby

shift c, .rn from child ca child, perhaps on a sentence-bysentence

basis. rt

Davison: Although it seems'clear that there may by difficulties

involved' in drawing inferences in cases where there is no explicit

connection between Sentences, it Is difficult to think up an experimental

paradigm Tor-studyingwhai goes on during reading when this is the case.

Grlff.ln: There are some research programs that purport to study

the differences between texts withs'end without connectives, butamajor

problem is thpt you don't rea14y have the same text when the connectives

are in that you do when they, are taken out. Apparently sometimes having

a
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Only paratacticsis harder, and sometimes having only syntactits is

harder, and sometimes changing from paratactic to syntactic-changes

'the,meaning of thd.t4t.

Osborn: Given the state of our knowledge,. it's very important that

aii steps toward improving reading instruction be taken with a heavy'

dose of tryout in classrooms. For,exampie, even though (5) contains

../defjning structure, chliaren may not be acquainted with the coh-

struction and may not realize that larvae is being defined.

Griffin: This is the sort of thing that would be found out in a

tutorial.

Osborn: But we cannot count on teachers being sensitive to it

in the kinds of classroom settings in which most reading instruction

is now being c arried out..

Griffin: There are ways of basing an actual curriculum on the zone-
.

ofproximal-development tutorial, such as. that described la A.-K. .

-11Mrkove's The Teaching and Mastery of Language (1979)

4. Jobs You Shouldn't Count'on Readability Formuias To Do
or'

Bertram Bruce and indee Rubin'

it .is easy to caricature readabiiity formulas--to find a case

where a readability formdia 'rating is empirically invalid add counter--

0
intuitive. Without appropriate anaiysis, however, such an example does

not show why the readability formula fails nor does it dlslinguish among

52
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different situations in which the formula might be more or Jess appro--

priate. In this paper we look at some cases where the formulas seem

.

to go awry and put* them into,a more general framework based on questions

like tin following: What are the factors that affect reada@lity?

Why does one need a measure of readability? What are-the assumptions

. underlying readability formulas?

In considering the fattors_that affect reajibilky, let us first

tak,a step back and, without any preconceptions; think about the

kinds of qyestions a reader might ask her or himself in determining

whether a particular text is difficult to read. Questions such as

the following might be relevant:

1. How do i feel?' P I tired? Huogry? .Do my eyes hurt?

Na I distracted -or preoccupied?

2. How interested am I in this'topic or this story?-
3. What do I already know about the subject ? Do 1 have

enough backgrOund knowledge?

4. Flow similar is the writer's language-to mine?

5. How plausible to me are the writer' presuppositions?

What do I have to take for granted in order to understand

this text?-'Which of(tr7 own beliefs must I temporailly lay

a side?
. .

6. Why am Treading this? .Do 1 want a clear podei of all

the facts presented In the'article or ilta general

understanding sufficient? Is by purpose merely escape?

rl
'
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lbw long do I., have to read'this?'"How does thi. limitation
.

affect mje reading '90.310 _

8: What do I want-`to do with the information

This mere ginning of a list reflects the personal, interactive

nature of reading. Notice, that each question examines the relationship

of the -text and the reader; none relates to the text )n isolation. in
._

',this view of reading, it is bi.zarre to think of a text as having a degree

of readability in and"of itself, apart from considerations df the /
0

"i reade r` and 'thes reader's purpote.

in spite of, the plausibility and importance of this image of reading ,

and readabi 1 ty , readability formulas which purport to evaluate texts,.
,v

out of the context .of the reader-text interaction have continued to

flourish. One ob-vious -ea son foA their growth is that a number of jobs ,r4'

3

exist for which a simple measure of text difficulty would be enormtusly

, .
\useful. These tasks _Include: designing (writing, selecting, and

-

adapting) texts appropriate to the level of a child, in schobi, choosing
. - . .

among trade books for children choosing passages 'for tests, evaluating

...

diffigultiis in reading; making writing clear for adults; designing
,

materials for, specialypopulations; and writing and evaluating materiais. _ . .. .

to be used In research: We want to consider help- a few of the Jobs for

/ 4

which readability measures, are or might be used, spe9Ifit examples, of

. . . . .

each, and problems that c in using the formulas in!these ways.
is

vir

:(In s ome cases, readab i ii ty formulas aret,not
,

used e- xpLicitly, but _simi ler

,.
.-- ,

considerations of vocabulary and sentence length are applied less formally.) ,. ,
. ,,, ., .% .1

...: , ' ,;

1'

/

.3. "", ;

/
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Vs

dr, ft 7

or

.5

under/ying
.

we will be

measures of

any. :jobs fo

the rpadabIlrty'rbasure? After' looking at several examples,
ID 1., p. .
in d be ,ter position to address wider issues, such as: Are

,

.

readab-,,,,, ity usileful

,_

for some Sobs but not Others? Are there
N

r which such measures, are useful and appropriate?

4.

Sob 1: TV Captioning fat the Deaf

, ..
,

, .,
" .

e ,e ...._af Deaf adults-in this curtUre are doubly Isolated from mainstream
., ., .

,,,..

.
.

society - -no/ only is.it difficult 'for-themthenr to communicate with most other'
,.. .

ost ......

1 , ,- . ... .

444.4,6'

. _

people atound tic

so many,people watt

account twa Characterist

theysafso jack access to the television programs
. . . .

process.of captioning TV shows must take into
.

of deaf adults' iinguage capabilities for
. % .

. .
.

401chreadability formulas could plautibly provide some assistance.
r. . . .

IP: first; deaf adults' reading rates are generally lowercihail those of
. - . . ' 0

, .
-hearing,adulis and significantly lower tha ge rate of oral presentation,

I* so ,.that a simple transcription of the Audi 'portion of alishow would pot

beradable in the tine available. Second, deaf adults are believed to

have more limited syntactic and vocabulary abilities than hearing adults.

.
.

Since readability ParmUlas focus 9n these aspetts ottextthey are
. f .

. ,

e* obviOus cand4dgl `fir evaluating captrons. The following

.

illustrates

.

.: 4.
-whatwhat Aappens wheh captioning is done with prIme,cons.tderation given to

.4 of

A word choice and (Sentence Construction."

a
.:

Iy

e

1
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.

Example. The following texts are two versions of introductoiy

comments to a television documentary on Ariab -Israeli relations: The show

,l; tarts with a piCture of Marilyn Berger speaking on location in the

. .
-

Middle East.
.

Throughout_ the passage, we see the same scene,
.

so virtually

no infor on it communicated in the video portion of the show. 'The

first,version below is the captioned text; the second is the original.

(1) [13 I'm Marilyn Berger. [2] I first came tO the Middle'

East 11 years ago after the 6-day war. [3]-1many Israelis

'thought it4would be the last war. [4] This program is not

about armies or di hats. [5] It IS about 2 famillesCaught

in the Middle East conflict. [6]' The Program was filmed 3

years ago. [7] But the sane feelings remain today aS they
. /.

havefor the last 30 years. [8].The feelingi -remain although .

there was hope from the historic visit to
D
Israel by ,Egypt's

'President Anwar
%

Sadat. [9] This pro gram was the idea of an

Israeli TV Ooducer and a Harvard professor. [10] They worked

with an Egyptiii, newsman. [11]There is no attempt to decide,

who is right or wrong. [12] The purpose is to understand the

conflict from the point of view of the people who have the most
0 4 1

to win or lose. [13] Recently there have been more deaths N

and violent statements. 114] In the followineOrogram we will

'hear the softer voices which aren't often heard, but which are

no less Ipportant. 115] One family was filmed in Egypt.

[16] The other family was filmed in lsrael. [17] Both families

have had a Teat batir-the death of a child. [18] The f11m.d

team was surprised and pleased,by the'sympathy that each

famlrly had- for the other.

a

A

11,141.
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Ca lamiMarilyn Berger. I first came to the Middle East 11 '

years ago, just after the 6-day war--the war so many Israelis

thought, was the one, to end all wars. What you are about to

see is the first in a series about the Middle East. It is not

about armies, or governments_or diylomats. It's_aboUt_people

and families caught in the conflict. The program was filmed
' .

In Egypt, in Syria., in Jordan and.lebanos, and here.in Israel

some 3 years *ego. But the same feelings me .dilemmas

persist today, as they did 3 years ago-- indeed a they have

for the last 30 years. They persist despite, Egyptian Pregident

Anwar Sadat's historic visit to Israel last fail, and all the

hopes that visit aroused here and around the world. Before we

begin this series, a word about how it all came to be, and

- about some of the unusual people who were involved tn.lt.
)

Back in 1973, Zvi Don-Her, an Israeli television-producer,

go.

and Professor Roger Fisher, of Harvard, who shared a concern

for the Middle East. and an interest 10 television had an idea.

By July lit, the !dap had takenshape in a series of,broad-

casts. Fisher and Dor-Her became part of a team that included
.

Professor Hadav Safran of Harvard, a leading Middle East

scholar, MohAmed Salmawy, .an' Egyptian newspaper man, and a

group from WGBH in Boston. Each progrkrl in theix serleg is

devoted to a specifid aspectgof the Middle East conflict. It

does not try to resolve who is right or wrong, if,indeed there

--Is a right and a wr ong. 'The purpose was then, and is now, to

try to see the conflict through She eyes of t1 people who have

most at stake; to ieelt as they see it. Recently there have N

been new casualities, more deaths--soldiers and civilians. TFiere

have been more of the kind of violent and extreme statements
. .

. that are so much a part of the dialogue.in this pat o the world. .

10in these.programs you will hear something different-- ose wfter

K

. .

L
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voices that may be drdwned ,odt so easily, but which are no less

broadcast- important to lister to. The first r in the series that
. . 4

tow wi l I see tonight centers on two bereGed families- -one1 i es--one
.. .

' Egyptian, one. Israeli--following the greatest loss a parent can
_-smffer, ,the loss of a dhi id. When Zvi ,Dor Her, fil;ning in

Israel, and Mohamed Salmawy, filming in Egypt, compared their
separate efforts, both, were surprised and pleased, The'sympathy

each eami ly had for the .other: was something nei tiler man had

expected.3

4.)

The readability' level of the original text is 11.4, that of tr

adapted text 7.4 on the Fog readability scale (Gunning, 1964).

Problems. The problems with this adaptation arise mainly because

the higher-level., discourse structure of the text was neglected in its

construction'. (hu$, al thdugh individual sentences are "simplified,"

the overall text is less coherent. For example, the deletion of the

repeated phrase lithe war" from the original text causes a shift in

focus in the adapted text (between sentences [2] and [3]) to the Israelis!

beliefs. The result tp.a gar-den path, reading of sentence Di which'

at first suggests "Many Israel is thodght i it would be Mari lyn Ber4er's

14t visit. " in the original, the focus is maintained. '
A simi lar problem js The rough transition between ,Anwar Sadat

(sentence [8]) and Thisyrogram (sentence [9]). Organizational material

from the original ("Before we begin the series, a-word . .") has been '
.

deleted, leaving it to the reader to forge some connection between Anwar

Sadat and the prog'rsam-

58
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Version it is unclear who is not attempting

tempt to decide who is right_or wrong

producer, they P-rofessor, the newsman, or

contained sufficient context to make the

Finally, the poor connection between the lastatwo sentences ([17]

and [IS]) tends to lead the reader to the unfortunate initial impression

that the film team was surprised and pleased by the death of thechildren.

In this case the original text also has the potential of being misunder-,

'44,4

stood, but .the adaptation has made sheproblem worse by deleting the

mention-of "efforts."

In general, the problems with this selection appear to follow partly

from the,rate constraints imposed by captioners. Captions are written

in general for a reading rate of 120 words per minute regardless of

the coni'ent pf the caption or the video. Since in this particular

-case the screen showed onlY a talking head, one approach might stave

been to increase the length of caption's (and therefore the 6resentation

.rate) so that the text.would have been more coherent.

Assumptions. One assumption about the use of readability formulas

relevant to this job is that they are being applied to "honestly written" .

material, i.e., material that has not been zpeciflcally 'written down"*

meet the demands of jthe readability measure. One reason t measures

of vocabulary and syntactic complexity work at ai i is the str correlation

WO.

Nik
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be'tween*real conceptual complexity and complex words and long sentences.

In trying to adapt material to fit a readability measure, words and

sentences may be changed, But conceptual complexity nemains constant.

Thus, a formulabicomei an inaccurate reflection of the passage.

difficulty.

Another assumption of the adaptation is that higher-level strudAre

can be ignored. What is most often deleted is organizibg material and

connectives, resulting.in the kinds of.proUlecs.wa saw.abovd...4
9

A

Job 2; Efementary -School Trade Books
4

+0

Trade books written for elementary school chi ldrci are often graded

via readability foTiriaris so that they can be matched by teachers,

librarians, and parents with the readiqg abilities of children. Even
20

thwigfl it might be argued that young children have very individual ,

4,

^ P
tastes, these readability ratings are made on a'uniform basis, focusing

iil

on vocabulary and.sentence lengt4h. Some readability formula advocates'

. -.. .

might even argue that word-level considerations are of primary importance

for young children whose reading vocabulary I sharply limited. As

just one example of the pitfalis of this approach: let us look at one

-trade book whiCh, according to readability forriulas, should be easy

to read,
41-

Example. Don't Forget the Bacon (Hutchins, 1976) is an elementary .

4chOol trade boob which scores' between grades 1 and 2 on the Fry (1968)

siaie. The book concerns a little boy whose mother is sending him on a

60
1,
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shopping errand. Onethe first page. the reader is shown the nether holding
V

a basket and coinrpurse and saying to the little boy (via a cartoon-type

balloon), "Six farm eggs, a'cake for tea, a pound of pears, and don't J

-forget the bacon;"_ On' the next page the little boy is pictured carrying

the basket and coin purse, walking along a street where there are three

fat peol standing An the corner, and thinking (via a cloud figure),

;'Six fat legs, a cake for tea, a pound of peirs, and don't forget the

bacon." The book proceeds in this fashion, with the text consisting
.c.4

4 is, 41: WW1 41 C

only of the little boy's thoughts and a few similarly structured instances

of speaking to the storekeeper and to his mother.

impression most adults get upon reading this

cult for early elementary school children.

ewed several third and fourth graders who

individual words). ifficult. One reason

much of the information in the book is

Problems. The general

book is that it is-toOldiffi

In addition, we have intervi
.

found the book (but not the

for ',the discrepancy. is that

communicated in the pictures . Even the fact, for instance, that the
)

little boy Is walking, down the Street is not explicitly stated, and the

. k
various scenes which change his memory of what to buy are pictured, not

described.

Second, enjoying the book relies heavily on appreciating its

symmetrical structure. The little boy forgets the items on his list
0

4

one by one-13-0 going through a series of transformations of the linguistic

material he is trying to remember, then remembers the items in the

opposite order, until he arrives back at the original list.

61
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A third aipect,,of the book not captured by readability measures

is the important distinction between, thought and speech, indicated by

thi standard balloons and clouds used in cartoons.
/

Finally, even though the book would not be qpnsidertd poetry, an

appreciation of rhyme and how people use it as'a memory aid is an

4'

impertant'Compogent of compregending this text.' thus, the potential, 4'

sources of difficulty for the book are'not attributable to its word

difficulty or sentence complexity, yet these are the only factors that

readability formulas consider. . .4

Assumptions. The problems discussed above illustrate the invalidity

of the assumption that it is sufficidnt to evaluate the readability of

a text in terms of lexical and syntactic factors alone, ignoring such

factors as pictures, graphic conventions, and rhyme.

Another assumption often made in the, use of readability formulas

' is ehat i,t i% possible to apply formulas which represent statistically

derivedaverages to individual books and to children. In the case of

Don't Forget the Bacon, this assumptioh is clearly unwarranted, as this

bOok seems generally too-difficultfof-Its-supposed age range. Such .

(examples will always come up in using any statistically - derived quantity

as a predictor In an individual case; this fact urges caution In this

c9mron use of readability formulas.
N

. . .
6

Job 3: Reading Comprehension Tests
4:

Reading comprehension tests are anothei domain in which written

material must be graded or scaled. Although we are not sure what part

62
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readability formulas play in the construc tion,of reading etft, we sus-,

pect that either the formulas themselves or related considerations of
% .

oiabulary and sentence difficulty come into play in the screening,
. .

s.

I

selection, ordring,and forming process. The following example also

iiiustrateS some ass motions alkdiut, the procoi of reading and compre-

hending texts which demon to bath reading tdsts and readability

formulas. f
,

.

Example. The following is a passage:frdm the ETS CoOperative

English Test of ,Reading .Comprehension, 1960:

As.to clever people's hating, each other, I think a

little extra talent does sometimes make people jealous. They

.become irritated by perpetual attempts and failures, and it

hurts their tempers 'and disposition% Unpretending mediocrity

is good, and genius is glorious; but a weak flavor of_genius

in an essentially common person.is defeable. It spoils the

grand neutrality of a commonplace character, as the rinings

of an unwashed wineglass spoil a draught of fair water. No

wonde'r the poor fellow who belongs to this class of slightly

favored mediocritiei'is puzzled and vexed by the strangelight

nf_a_dozen:4men of high capacity working and Fraying together

in harmony. (p. 7)

One of the comprehension questions asked about this passage is the

% .

following:

The writer suggests that persons of exceptionally great ability
. . e.

-..

(4i.end and _appreciate one another.

(b) dislike the company of ordinary men. .

63
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.. 4 (c) are likely to be jealous of one another.'

,

? (d) are essentially common except for their genius.
.

,
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Problemi. Although the writers of the'test consider (a) to be
* I

the correct answer, some people choose (and can justify) (c) as their

4
answer:- People who select (c) interpret the first sentence to mean

that clever people are Jealous of one another (the same interpretation

those who choose (a) mak), but 'then equate "clever people" with

dim

"gghluses." Although there are other indications in the passage that

the author does not consider clever people to be geniuses, this evidence

does not change their opinion, so they assert that "persons of exceptionally

great,ability are likely to be jealous of one another." In our admittedly

limited. sample, those who chose ft.) considered themselves members of the

.
lowest of the three groups of teople identified by the author (ordinary

people, slightly gifted people, and geniuses); ond'is tempted to

X. .

conclude that they were ihertfore less conscious or the Intended

,

differences between geniuses and clever people. Even if this.interpreta-
,P

Opp is incorrect, it points out how quite personal differences (in

thjs case,.in self-image) might affect comprehension.

Assumptions. !hers of readability formulas most assume that the

intended reader and the rater of a passage do not ,differ on whatever

measures (vocabulary, life werience, purpose for reading) are relevant

to The eyaluation of the text. In the case of a leading comprehension

test, the "rater" may be a person, a committee,or a normilpg process; Vth

1

1
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readability formulas, rater characteristics are derived from the papule-

tion on which texts are graded, 2nd are reflected, for example, in the

chio.ice of words vocabulary lists. Where differencA. ex` (as
4 4

they do most obviously here and in a later example), the use4of

feadabiliiy formulas (or standardized comprehension tests) is less

justified.

Thil passage illustrates for a second time the importance of honestly

written material. Since this material was obviously not written to be

V 'I

excerpted, but was intended as 'part of a larger text, this method of
4

f

'constructing passages for tests violates the assumption of honestly

written material.

. 'Finally, it seems clear that the assumption that language rather

than conceptual content is the main determiner of text difficulty would

hot apply to this passage; the conceptual content is quite complex and

Could probably not be made any easier (in fact, might be made more

difficult) through such procedures as shortening sentences and

simplifyinD syntax.

Job 4: Remedial .Reading Texts

Junfor-high and high-school age students Who have trouble"in reading

T.

a_difficult problem: Their reading skills may be inadequate

for the texts directOd it their age level, while texts which they could

read easily are typically directed toward much younger children and may

be boring or; embarrassing for them to read. One solution to this. problem

.

65.
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is to Identify a set of texts'that_score low on readability formulas but

have high interest value for, the older'siudent.

There are several criticisms to be made Of the high-interest/low-

readability-score solution. First, it is extraordinarily difficult to
A

select high interest texts for an individual student, especially one

'utio is not.much of a reader. Giving the student the power to choose

(and reject) texts might be more effective and just as pedagogically

sound," Second, it might be more useful to search for a meaningful

text and task for which the student woid be yilling to invest some

effort. Third, a low readability score is no guraneeat of true eas e
-

, -
1

of reading. This is particularly the case for texts constructed or

adapted to fit a readability formula.

Never,theless, readability formulas or their kin appear to be
-

widely',used in-designing and.choosing remedial reading xexts.. The

two examples discussed below illustrate some of the factors this

approach fails to cope with.. Both.passagespore about grade.5 on the

Fog readability formula.
. .

Example' I. The first 1 , "Indian Occupation," is from

Clue Magazine, No. 2 .ucation.Progress Corporation, 1972, 19791.

dlanslhad not heard from the government. The

t for Alcatraz was still not settled. The Indians were

Cliscourdgedand angry. They did riot know if their goal could

be reached. Some people wanted to xear down the buildings,

"The White Han is our foe," they said. "He took our land 300

'years ago. ...It's true! The White Man wrote treaties, but"they

were all a hoax."

. .
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here

that Wie-can boast about. We must have a school. It's dangerous

for our children to roam through these old buildings. We need

foiod, too. must hoe thcsoil and pilant,tomatoes, potatoes,
11.

and fruit."

Suddenly someone roared, "Fire!. Fire!". A fire had started
4

inan old building. fortunately, the boards made good fuel.

The flames soireeii . There was no water to-soakthe buildings.

The only water on A catraz was the dpinking water brought by

the boats. The I dians had no pumps to bring wai-J? out.of the

bay. Final-1\i t e roaring fire was reduced to coals and burned

itself out. re were no clues to tell how it started.

lems came up. Food and water dicrnot cue when

. -Boats cruised by, ut they didn't stop at the

of the Indians. began to loaf. They forgot ibout*

to work together. Richard Oakes.decided to leave

the . Others said, "If he goes; we'll go too." Nobody

Other pr

they were du

i.s land.

their oat

Awb

could c x them to stay.

Probie There a
. ,

ich should be obvio

( Note tta bizarre intr

he turns out to be the

previously.

re numerous problems with the passage, most of

on a careful reading. To mention just one:

.

uc'flon of Richard Oakes at,Ifie end of the story;

central character, but has never, been mentioned

Part of the difficulty with this text probably results from the

attempt to maintain a particular readability level, and.part from the

effort to introduce the written forms of particular sounds (619,o and_

u). Maintain-Inge cohereqt story line clearly Was of secondary importance.
,1

4

I.
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1
".

Assumptions. One assumption this use of readability formulas

Illustrates ilfthat one can afford to ignore higher-level structure in

a .,
assessing the readability of a text. This,bssumption is, of course, ,

violated.bytexts which have 116 real coherence, suchras the preceding
., st

.--... . ...
7 4

; c one,
,

. .

-h. A second assumptionjs that a text need not be honettlq written..
- . .

e 0'.

This material was written; lust to do the teaching function, and thus
.

3does not qualify as llonestl; written." .

Example 2. A second remedial reading passage Intended for older

children is "Shine" from the Bridge Series (Houghton Mifflin, 4977;

, we

see. Simpkins, Holt, Simpkins, 1977).4 \The following is an excerpt:"
-

Shine was a stoker on the Titanic. The Brother, he

shovel coal into the ship furnace to make the engines go. .

.

Now dig. .Check what went down on the day the Titanic sunk.

Shine kept on going up to the captain of the ship. He kept

-a; telling tie captain that the ship was leaking.

Shine run on up to the captain,and say, "Captain,

Captain, I was down in the hole looking,for something to eat.

And you know what? The water rose above my feet." (pp. 1-4)

Problems. Uhile,the text from which this passage is taken does

seem to be better as a story than the preceding text, it poses some

problems for white students because it bujidi on oral language, in

particular on Black English Vernacular (BEV). Some misinterpretations

white, students made when reading passages from the Bridge series were

,
(a) to read brother as meaning male sibling,o(b) to read Russ say,

4

Nr

ty.

1

1

;

0

c;

1
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.

" . " as Someone mad;/li making Russ say °it . .:""and (c) to fail to

.

tunderstand. such expressions as they wheels (Standard English, their car)-

. , -
;

The use of imperatives directed to the reader,.such as,Now dig, may be

charactvistic of black folk tales or BEV, but this is unlikely to be. .

. . .

I A

student.'
..

fami 1 i ar ' tO the whi te. student .
4,

..

A ,

Jr,
,..Assumptions. The Assumption of re_adabi 1 fty 'measures. tha t it li

possibleto gauge the readahibity of a text without making referenCe to
6

.
the cultural background and values of the reader is cleariy violated

. . .
- ..,
4. . .

by passages of tills type. Readability measures would not kap the

...r

-Ai te4i tudent' s Jack of tam! 1 ler; ty with Black Eng 1 i silt and the con-

c vIntions of _black folk tales, Conversely, of course, a. student who was . L

.1. ,

' to some degree alienated or removed from ite middle-class culture. . ......,

,

would have.agalogous reading diff cul tie that would not be accounted

for by read4b1 11 tuformul as . A ma Jor determinant of true readability

is the match between the cultural attitudes, beliefs, and,values of

":1

the author and 'those of the reader.,

Job 5: Basal Readers
,,--. . ,.

,

Basal readers are texts whose main purpose is-ta'be, toed ,in teaching
.

.,
- , .

.

. .

' reading.. Host of the basal readers feature) "conttoIlect vocabulary," ,

, r ,....

,
r,_ which permits only a slowl,paced.ihtroduction of

*mew
wrirds., They also _

, i.. - n.
* , *.

exhlbi t ,s lml.la r controls over sentence length,
t,
and syntactic complexity.

.
. 4

.., -
le "- , . A

The standards, for fangmage of basal readers 'Wine implicit readaciir2
f -

' 1 A4

t

I ill a

(54
ia

I
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formulSs, but many of the Aries apply explicit formulas as well, In

eithef.wri tintor selection of passages (Rob Tierney, persOnal

, communi cat ion) ;
. .

Example. The 61lowing Js an example from a second -grade basal

reader .(Ginn 720-, Level '6, UnitY3y see Gilmer; Wang, &Benedict, 1976):

,_- 4
.

A ' Saturday you can
/

see the sights!" (pp. 8941),
.

-Problems. This selection lacks coherence, even tboUgh .1 t is ....

_ .
..... o.

'..

ir ,
.

. s up p 4p e d 1 y easy 49. read according to readability fo'rmulas. In the process

of
cI .

c - .
.

. s .
.

ontrolling vocabulary, sentence length, syntactic complexity,, and so
i ,

. .

"See thesights!" called the tall man.

Every day the tall man came to 5th Street.

Every Jay he cal led "See the.sights! See the sights!"

One ,day Dan was walking on 5th Street.-

-The, tall man was there.

He was Calling, "See the.sights! See the sights!"

Dan sawia big sight-seeing bus stop,on 5t h Street.

There was a sign on the back of the %us.

The sign saidi 'Wee the Sights! See the Sights!"

"What sights?
' -

Where does that bus go?" Dan thobgh.t

Tice next day Dan walked up to thb tall man.

"I want to see the sights," he said.

"When can 1 take the bus?" "

"You're too late today,'r said the, man.

"Come back next Saturday.

on, the basal reader au.thor s' have had to ignore other crucial. characteristici:

ti P4
0

1

. s'

-
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.

of the text. As a result, a child who looks for a familiar structure;

1111 for example, conflict and resolution, will find a story which violates

ti

that expectation. Laying aside for a moment the question of he

aesthetic or pleasure value of such a, story, one might simply assume

that the story is harder to read because. of its inadequacies in terms

of characteristics such as conflict, suspense, surpriseiand-humor.

Children fed a steady diet ,91, basal reader stories)may,develop a con=

ception of stories which discourages themirom exploring other' texts

and which does, not match the passages thevoncounterelsewhere.

Steinberg and Bruce (1980) reported on a study of story chlracteristics

that is relevagt to this problem. They coded stbries for rhetorical

'structure, point of view, conflict, amount of insight into characters'

thoughts and feelings, etc.. Otof their findings was a drama 'tic shift

from lower-primary-level basal stories to upper - primary -level stories

in the amount of inside view (insight into'characters' thoughts and

feelings); A similar situation obtains with regard to interpersonal

or internal conflict; the upper primary basals were rated much highpr

on this pirameter. Again, .there is a majr difference between the

ki ds of educational reading materials children receive in lower primary'

.

those they receive 1n.upper primary glades. 'Perhaps this

reflects the fact that.the,,lower l,bvvei stories are constructed

ades qnd

difference

to conform to readability formula constraints, whereas the upper-level

stories are typically just Selected and adapted from trade books.

S
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Assumptions. The basal

factqrs such as conflict and

1

readability. It may well be

bayl texts to understand pa

65

selections show again that higher-level

inside vii cannot be ignored in assessing

that children who have not learned in

tterns of conflict, etc., in stories may

no-t be adept at dealing,with these factors in upper -level

Assumptions About Readability Measures and Their Use

The preceding examples have illustrated various,ways in which'

readability formulas. give faulty prediatons or even lead to the Writing

of passages which are harder to read. In each case, one can point

to an assumption about the use of the formulas which has been violated.

We are led to the conclusion that the formulas are valid Only if

certain nditions hold. Our list of assumptions has arisen from

examination of cas b where the formulas have faildlik, but similar

lists have been put forth by designers of the formulas themseles.

For example, explanatory material put out by the publishers of the

t
Raygdr Readability Estimator states quite accurately some, of the

limitations. of readability formulas:

Reader interest level, reader experience, any other

personal or ethnic variables are not measured by this or

any lather estimators of readability. Readability estimators "

do not measure style or.syntax.

--7Riking materials less,difficult by shortening sentences

and substituting shorter or more c6rrmxn words for longer

and more difficult sentences and words may not, ins fact,

72
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1. Material may be freely readi., Material like captioning.for'the

deaf, which appears R the screen and \then disappears after a certain
. .

amount of time, cannot be freely read.` Tile time spent on it is limited

, by external factors, not the choice of. tile reader.

/. Text is honestly written. The formulas aikume t6St material

is not written to satisfy the readability formulas, but rather to

4 P1 Readability Conference
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reduce the difficulty level indicated when the formula is

applied to the new material. The new material may appear

easier and show a lower grade Level with the estimate, but 4

the concept level may still be high. Readability estimates

use variable that predict butdo not necessarily control /

e
the difficulty of the material. Estimates wor,k,...best on dis- .

. ,

C ursive or narrative prose. Applying estimates to poetry,

test items, or other types of ngnprose material may produce

inaccurate 'results.
4

c, These cautions seem clear enough, and examples such as the ones

presented in this pbper give strong evidence that the cautions should
f

be observed. Nevertheless, it appears, that no3, only, some, but nearly

all, uses of readability formulas violate the basic assumptions on

their applidrility. The problem is that the assumptions rest rict

readability .formula use to trivial cases of 1,1ttle' imp rrt for educational

or social policy. Our-exipples have indicated that readability formulas

should be used.c4ly where the following criteria a're met:

.//

I

satisfy some ocher communicative goal. '

a
I

a

fb
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3. Higher-level text structures are irrelevant. The formulas

assume that organizational material, information about intentions, goal's,.

--L
etc., niedrnot be-speqtficalh taken into account.

4. Purpose in reading irrelevant. Skimming, test- taking,

readings for pleasure, and so on re all taken to beequivalent in

- determining the 'readability of a passage.

5. 'Statistical averages are meaningful in individual cases. se

of the formulas irplies that statistical averages regarding both texts
. .

and readers can provide useful information regarding the appropriateness

of an individual text for' an individua) persoq.

6. Readers you are interested in are the same as the readers on

. whom the readability formula was validated. Any attempt to expand the

*
use of the formula to evaluate materials for readers whose backgound,

dialect, purpose in reading, etc., differs from that of the readers used

in validation is likely to lead to difficulties.

`Rigorous adherence to these ass umptions effectively prevents use

of readability formulas for TV.Captioning, adaptation, selections of texts

for readers of different =Rural backgrounds, designing special texts

for c4iidren, selavion of text passages, choosing trade books, or

designing remedial readers.
. .

1
We are left with a qqestion: Are there any areas in which the. .

r

assumptions about. the readability forMulas are satisfied and the formulas

'11

.01

. 4

Improve on intuitive estimates of .the readability of the text? We think

/

74
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Aor

not. The real factors that affect readability are things like the back-

ground knowledge of the reader relative to the knowledge presumed by

the writer, the purpose of the reader relative to the purpose of the

writer, and the purpose of the person who is presenting the text to the

reader. These factors cannot be captured in a simple formula and

ignoring them may do more harm than good.

Discussion

Tierney; Publishers of basal. readers are very much involved with

readability formulas---a frustrating situation for anyone who wants to

work with a publisher to produce high-quality basals. The experience

of-Scott Foresman is typical of the dilemma facing publishers of basal

readers4 in the arly 1970s, Scott Foresman tried out an approach

called "learner verification of passages," in whiah, as someone suggested

at thislconference, they actbally did go put and try out passages on

children. Howevet,they found this approach to be very expensive, and

found that they did not havethe teclinique necessary to do a' reasonable

interpretation of this kind of research. At the same time, California

was developing a policy of thecking every single 100-word passage

to make sure it met specified readtbility requirements. The result

le
was that publishers began to produce basals that

40
were very strictly

.
..

constrained- -e.g., a basil at level 2.1 would contain no 100-word
. .

.

passage that scored above level 2.5 on two readability formulas, with
, ,-.

.
.

no consideration of standard error in the application of the formulas.
.

r a
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This development went' into effect In at least four ways: (a) Potential
. V

. authors received guidelines for avoiding long sentences, sticking to

I

words on particular word lists, etc. (b) Requests were sent out to

authors to write within specified constraints, but,authors wAlev,"

often unable or unwilling to do this. When this happened, the text

would be adapted, and the author might lose out on royalties if he or

she was unwilling to accept the adaptation. (c) Already published

texts were adapted to meet readability requirements. (d) Editors

sent requests to people who were writing teachers' guides to

include material that would support the text. This latter action was.

an attempt to minimize possible negative effects of fitting materials

to formulas, and anyone who wants to criticize the use of readability

formulas has to address the fact that the texts do appear in a context.

including such factors as. teacher interaction and illustrations.

Kantor: Would you say this is true for grades 5, 6, an d 7, or only

4

for the lower grades?

Tierney: All the gradese.

t.

A,

Seidenberg: What is the teacher's part in'this? What ca n the

tether do with wha superfiCially a poor text?

Tierney: Typically the teacher will spend some time talking.aboui

a topic before having t,fe students'read a text on it, and perhaps will

. talk about a few specific purposes for reading the text.

Rubin;, 1 think that's a good point, but what does it do to kids'

ideas of what the reading task is about? Reading becomes something you

,can do only if you spend half an hour preparing for it.4 .

7G.

1 e
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Hermon (Linguistics, University of Illinois): Why rely on the individual

teacher?

Tierney: I don't mean to say that I approve of the approach I've just

described; I'm merely telling you the kind of justification that basal

di(

publishers tend to give.

Selden: In the publishing houses I've dealt with, I've encountered

less stringency about readability levels. How strong are the prescriptions

that go out to story authors? Is there some possibility of honest texts?

Tierney: As you move up in grades, freedom greatly increases. 'At

the lower levels, texts are very tightly constrained, and the, editors

probably do most of th writing. The real problem with the basals is that

publiShers are responding to popular sentiment rather than to enlightenment;

the only time I've ever seen publishers ,pay attention to research is when

ina specific publisher's name is mentioned n the research.

Ruffin: The amount of enthusiasm an adult -feels for a text is readily

communicated to a child, and it seems likely theta teacher' who has to wade

4

through three pages of supplementer)? notes befofe reading a four-sentence

text isn't ,going to be too excited about the text ,-kand) [Lis trill be

apparent to the 'child.

Johnston (CSO: .Whesi I was teaching,

formulas,namely when a kid woul&pcme to

well, but I'd like a boot that talks about this kind of -thing. What

I found some use for readability

me and say, "I don't read very

can. L read?" It's very easy to criticize readability formulas, but
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people who want to get rid of them should propose some other means for

doing some of the Jobs they do, like helping teachers to locate texts

of appropriate reading levels for children..

Griffin: I don't know of any researchthat shows that matching the

'level of a
4
text to lid is a better way of teaching kids to read

than not. Carol Chompkif work, in fact, suggests thpt it is better

for a child to read a text that is more syntacticallx complex than
,

his or her own oral g age. In general,-It seems that hitting above

lr
the level of the learner gives the learner a boost up. Maybe if "

40 .

yo hid a good text that was very, very hard, the 'kid could learn to

read just as well as if you had a good text that-Was very, very easy- -

I don't know, since the research on this has not been done.
46-

Brewer (CSR): That kind of constAeration really moves thq
r _

though. The/assumption of this conferenc seen that text

featurei don't matter, but rather that readability formulas ore not a

good way to measure text features, so t e question or what to use

instead of formulas is a legitimate on .

Johnston: In teachers' college we were taught how to use pertain

formulas to evaluate the appropriateness of materials.

Zwicky (Columbus, Ohio): Did that work better than reading the

mg r
. text and deciding for yourself how hard it is?

'JohnstonL I've thought about that,
,

and it's true-that people 's

intuitions are good at that, but people's intuitions have to be built up.

40' 73.
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You people who have spent a lot of time studying texts have a good idea

_
of the kinds of thingethat. have an effect, but a lot of the teachers

r '

a
N' are young teachers who are going out and having

.

,to deal ifriirthat kind
. ,

of thing, and need *to know what sorts of varia s to look out for. '

Maybe you should look to something lr a readability formula as -a

_ gross measure, and then sens ze the teachers O. kinds of things they
. . ,

might also look conjunction with that., . .

.n_____._./. halm - better' sol ution than that. Since readability
...

. .

rrnulas don't work very well, you're really bdtter off giving a child
. . . ,

--------___

T a text you think he might enjoy that may or rity not be at hii level

.

.

. and then sitting down with th. kid and saying, "All right,. Did you

understand it? Let's talk about it," and in that way having your own
, A ..,

ability' to judge..what's a good text for a given child. r

Johnston: That would be'a good way to do it, but for a normal range

of well-written e)tts at lower* levels , I don't believe that a readability

formula is that bad.

. . aw.

Zwicky: 1 guest we're saying that there are not that many well-

written texts.

Johnston: I disagree wi.th that.

Brewer: One lirrelof attack against the pragmatic argument here is.
, --,

what Rob sa,i.A.--qiiIrpu6Tishers out there are taking correlation
-

*--- as causation arid ssuming. that the formulas predict comprehensibility,
.

so they go out an destroy the text in order to reach a certain readability
r 1

.

level. That's clearly a logical flaw, and a place where we should be

...- involved.

i
.

79 v.
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Selden; The publishers don' t necessarily think that the formulas

predict the difficulty of the adapted text; they think.they have to
,

"have the numbers in order to sell.' They'd probably pref r to aell

texts withoutusing the numbers because it would be chea er to do'

/1Brewer: ,But presumibiy if conferences like this go on and make

ttie argument against them, that will eventual ly filter into the system.
I

Tierney: In some states, like Texds,there are state adoption

. .
- committees that set up rather arbitrary readability requirements, and

if textbooks don't meet those requirements, they're off the list.
.

There are some two million chi idreninvolved, so a,matter of

a targe amount of business,'
se.

Bruce: We trued to write a program to apply several different

.
'formulas to texts, but we ran into terible, problems try4ing to define

what a sentence is. Different formulas seem,to have different

and there are lots oruncleir-cases. 'It sounds like a trivial question,
.-

but it turns, out that a large number of exec/Ties are hard to classify,

and our progracrrner found that changing the definition or"sentence"7

changed the readability level of texts by a grade or -more

Tierney: -This sort pf thing allows the publisher to crtnipylate

the readability of a text by doing...things like changing "No, . "

to ''No. . . .1

!NM

so
12,

tel
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' 5. Lowering the Difficulty of Texts Intended for Adults:
A .

Implications for 10,1ainsLahguage" in Legal Dote:rents.

Veda Charrow

a

The study oft jury instruttions which I ditcuss here was not

- ori9in3lly intended as{ a- test of. readabi laity formulas, but the results

--4
of the study do suggest that such formulas are not adequate for

. . ,

)measuring the extent to which documents such as /jury instructions are

understandable. The purposei of the study were (a) to look at the

"legalese" in codified jury instructions and demonstrate that it
.

causes the insiructions to be poorly understood by the average person;

.
...(b) to point out the aspects' of legalese (grammatical cronstruc ns

and discourse structure, not just vocabulary or legal concepts)that

cause the difficulty; and (c) to demonstrate that if the linguistic
r

problems in jury instructions were removed, comprehension would in-

crease dramatically.

Jury Instructions S
Jury instructions are standardized instructions of law set out in ,

form books, and at the end of a trial,' the judge reads the appropriate.
.

instructions to' the jury. If the.11vrong words" are used, a case nay be

appealed; hence, the judge will use exactly the'wordSin

, if the insteUetion is to Understand.
:

r

S I

book, ,even
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:r. . The Document Design Project at
.

AIR _--.

..
The results of ,the $tudy analyzing jury. instructions indicate that

.t:

.1*

grammatical complexity is,at the root of difficulties with legalese.

Nwever, many psychologi;ts concerned with language (e.g., Kintsch, 1977;

Meyerf_1975) have been heading in aldifferentdirectioR4_,TPdy have
-1.

, .
d

Y

1 ,

"I-

stopped loOking at grammatical complexity, and are instead concentrating

/
on such ncltioas-as'propositlonal density (the number of proposittons--

r.,

. .

in the form of predications=-in a sentence). How6ver, the case of,jury

ilnstructions.shows that the study of grammatical corriplexity is still
----...-

0- ..

,

...,

very necessary, and that there is a great deal mere to be learned about

e)

what is a grammatically complex sentence.

The Document Design Project at American Institute fortesearch

(AIR) was set up in.1978 under a contract from NIE to find out what makes

legal and bureaucratic texts difficult to read; and to help government

agencies rewrite official documents so that they are more readable.

Ply colleagues at AIR and I have found that the problem of legalese and

bureaucratese cuts across department lines; there is a general problem

;involving gra mmatical complexity in the texts that are produced By

0vernment Offices. And we have further found that marty people who

can read quite well cannot read.biireaucPatic documents because they

have trouble with bureauCTaffc language, which may include various

5ort's of jargon add complex sentence constructions.
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The Prelltninary'Phase of the Study .

. . .. - ,..
. -..a :

-

-The Jury instruction study, which took_placefrom 1976 through`197V: "-
4

involved looking er jury instructions as discourse, outside a trial.. a .
, . ---....C-; ,

situation. We fi rift chose 52 Californiaforma civi 1 jury instructions' and
*,,, . . I _
- 4 a
sent them to trial attorneys, who w 're asked to rate them for difficulty

" . ,
. on p scale of 1 to II. Half of e attorneys were direct4d to disregard

. .

r
ht

,

the complexity of die language, and the other half were told to take , '*
. \ t 0. . .

. I

into account both language complexity and legal complexity. It proved
.

: b r N
to be impossible to separate language from legal complexity; tbe results

-.., .a -,
were very similar for the tieo 'group's, and there was general agreement'

Okr
1144 ,,,* . d

,
#

.

1 .. among,the lawyers as to whas.'wps 4caplex. We then selected fourteen...,
'(....

, ., . .
instructions OW woula, d constitute a set lopen4n9, middle, .and,closing,
'7. e «. .. I 7,, r ' -

instructions), macte,tup set ofrfacrregarcillig a tas k tape
%len I'

EP
e 1. ir', / ' "0 *, .1 .

. ; recorded the. jtiry instruct ons sei:#"that deck one occurred twice ins'
.

.. e *an atti/
1 . ,

. - .1 . succes'sion.. 4.- i .1
110.t

.."., e
. .T.

. :.;4 40 i f 9 ''... ,
:TheTask _'. I .1. IV 3

... . 0
4. t. 0

."P....7 We "-race; ved peirmis idn to use. as subjects people who Mad been called
. 4. ,0 t ...

' y.
,

for jury duty, in Print; rges county, Maryland. The subjects, tn. 4
r ' . Vei

1. 1 .
one-toonelntervIew situOti n, .were asked to explain the InstructionS

. . ,.-.
by repeating them in, their ow words. A subject was ftr-42'91Nen a -

. 'A . , . 0
. .

. I .. , , .

ii picture of a fictitious. accident arid twrItt n descrIptton 41,thet. ' "
a , ' ......

. - . , .
. . .

"facts' of the accident ('to serve as a cent! t for thektask). The subjectt,i. . f '' 1' I 1 ... t
.then heard...each Jury Instruc tion tviice,'aniefter the keoorid playing"of .Instruction, .

it. 4
,,. . e ..., .
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an instruction the subject paraphrased r,,011 another tape. All subjects

. , .

were able to perform the task, but the degree of stcces.t correlated
,

.
. ,

highlY with 0 subjectLs educatiobal level.
,..

.
. .,

0
.

.
. .-

. ,
A .

r.-

.
.

. .

4 1.

.w

Scoring the Results
. t

.

.

10;;Ptctions were then broken 'dOwrI, intosidea units (clauses,'a'l ler i.

phrase's) f4r scoring. ,Subjects' pdniphrases,ere transcribed and
.

.
. .

compared,.to the breakdowns of the.instructions. An example of a'n

I

InstruCtion dil4ided into
r

units i s as ,fol lows :4

1 Lt is my duty . 1..4

'2.
etilt

...2. to instruct you in the law
N

3. that appliesqo tilts case
.

" h.- and you mist folqow the law
.

...; 5. as'( state it to yOu.
:.

.

6. As jurors ' ,
,

..., ,

7. ii is your exclusive duty.
.

.

'Y.* -
8.' to%clecide all questions of root

.
S

09. submitted to you.. -'

.5

To de\ermine comprehension ,of these units, we noted w hether a subjeCt
.

. ,1 . .

had paaphrasel (it
,

'correctly, omittet it, or stated it 4406rrectly.

.

% 0 \ \ ., 4
. _

1.r . ; 1r

%

1.
.

I
. .

0 ..flhi .
interpreting the Results r

.
t.,

it-
.

cIn4hp.ity to- paraphrase often ihdiceted:o failure to undprittmt
. -

0 ''*
I % o.1 / -

but it could' rtfrqct-other factors aS.vm 11 , sgeh as merry overload,
. '' --"*. . . . . X ' o /

-. or the triyiallty of a given, idea. We Wad reliable strategies for
.

.
IL ..

01 S-" '',

discernirig the probable reason, for orpi,ssions. in the paraphrases. The
. .

. !- . ,

,. Nn

e ' f o 1 1 ow i nb 'weie Awe appairent sources of difficulty in understanding .the
4.0. .,

/

4 1 I
,

I, , q
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.
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I. Unfamiliar vocabulary, as. in,"A proximate cause_Of an injury
.

. _
is a cause which, in natural and continuous sequence, produces the

. . .

injury, and without which the Injury would not have occurred.". Some

subjects substituted estimated or approXimate for proximate.

.
. .

2. Unusual placeirlitent of phrases; as in the previous example.. Some

' . . .0
subjects explained the proximate cause as one cause in a sequence,

apparently misupd rstanding because of the unusual placement of the
a C

"prase "in natural and continuous sequence." (In reality, the proximate

_ _
cause starts the sequiiice.)

Mother example: Given."If in these instructions any rule,

di rection or, idea is- repeked or stated . . .," people tended to

paraphrase tt as these instructions are repeated . . .," probably

because the phrase in these instructions occurs in a posi.ion when a

grammatical subject would have peen expected.

3., M to constructions. One instrOction used six as t-o's in

clos4 proximity; these created vagueness in meaning, and should be
..,

. ,

replace with With rtgard to, about, poccerning, etc.
---r- ar

, 4. .Multiple negatives, as in "'recent misrecolletion is not
A .

. . i

uncommon. . -, ." Subjects often got lost amid the negatives and mis-

.." .
,interprettd a positive meaning for a negative, an4 yice-versa. '

..
4

. i
5. Norninalizations, as in "after a consideratlion,,of the case with

A ' t . . 0

the other turorl",instead. of "after tonsideringhosive considered tit_

'
,

- .
4

case With the other jurors," Subjects', errors increased around1 such (

./ -

-411? ' 1. '

r

4
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4

constructions, as they had trouble discerning who did what. NomiAaliza-
,

(,
tions appear to characterize bureaucratic dodUmerasi as will. 'In fact,

.

in some bureaucratic documents there are hardly any verbs at all,
2

4

apart from is, necessitates, and fapillfates. '

6. Strings of attributes, as_in,"a witness who ha's special knowl-
.

ed ge, skill, experience, training, or education in a particular science,.

profession, or occupation. . . ." Subjects remembered onlyone or two

items in a string, usually the 'post general ones.

7. Some passives, namely passives in, relative clauses whereWill2-

. .

deletibn has occurred; e.g., "any insinuationsuggested by a.question

asked amtness," where 'Which is" has been deleted (whence the term

"WHIZ-delletion") between insinuation and suggested and between question

and asked; for this type of structure, 80% of the paraphrases were

wrong (as compared with an overall average of 50%).

8. Discourse problems, such as repeating the same instruction in
e

.different words when there was no obvious reasen"for doing so) e.g.:

"A plaintiff who is not oontributorily negligent, and who

did not assume the risk of harm, and who is jdjured'as a

proximate result of some negligent conduct on the part of a

defendant, is entitled to fecotier cdmpensation for such

kijury'
from that defendant.

Thus, the plaintiff is entitled to a verdict in this case if

you find, in accordance with ,y instructions, 1) that defendant

Was negligent, 2) that such negligence was% proximate cause,of

injury to the plaintiff, 3) that the plaintiff' was.nbt negligent
.

r

V. 4 f 6

86.
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.

. .

or if negligent, did not contribute as a prOximate cause to
* ,

hid injOry, and 4) thatthe Nintiff did not assute the risk
.

of harm."

. .' . ,
.

.

i

Subjects often thought the second paragraph must say something different

.
from the first; if not, why, repeat it? ,

The Rewritten instructions

After we had obtained thesk.resufis, we rewrote the instructions
'

in an attempt to el-iminate the difficult constructions and gave them

.to a second group of;79.people...'

A

,Results .

Because the general level of education of the second group wes much

lower than that of the first grod19, each subject received seven original
4

instructions and seven new ones, so that we.douid compare performance
,

on original and revised idstructions within the second group. We found

.

that paraphrase performance on the rewritten ins.tructrons'vias,an

4
average of about 50Vhigherthan on the original ingtructions. On 4

a

four of the instructions there was no impronAment for the rewritten

versions (these had fairiy hiet comprehension scores to begin with), on

a few there was a small improvement,, on several there was fairly large

improvement, and on,others there was 100%.ioprovement. These results

Indicate thatonelcannot simply assume that his or her rewrite is,better

o

. , .
...:. . ,.

.

.

than the original; it is neFestary to go out and test,
%

1 '

.. .

V..
... . s.4..
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Apply ing the Flesch Formula to the Two Sets

We applied the Flesch (1948) readability forFnula tik the two sets
. .

of instructions (origin'al and rewritten) and.founa that for half the

instructions, the 'formula predicted d the di fferences in the righ t,

direction, andfor the other half, it did not. For two instruct-ions

that Showed large improvement in cCimprehtension, the readability scores

were higher, and for one ,there was 'normilifference. For .the four .
e"

instructions on which there was no difference in performance between
,

the origineal and rewritten versions, the formula showed better.
%readabi 1 i ty. Hence, the readabi 1 i ty foranfl a wasii s leadi ng, it
,made the wrong prediction in half the cases.

"'

0. I.
Cs:inclusion.

...

Contrary'
.

' Contrary' to- what is usually 'done in rewriting, some of the khan ges
.... \

we made in the instructions invoiyed increasing-paragraph and sentence

, -length for such purposes as adding more context. Subordination patterAs

4

% 6
were also changed. (e.g., eliminating left branching and center embedding).

Thus% the rewfitten instructions may have contained many long sentences

(which a 'formula woulte leis Preadable"), kut the sentence structure

was simpler and

instructions.

several o'f our

3" tion).5'.

.

clearer than the long sentence

(The Document Design Project, 1

.
findings into. its -17 guidelines,

sgi the originaliin

9, has incorporated

for 1 angdpge simpl i fi ca-
.

ti

.

t-
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Discussion

Seidenberg: Perhaps for lawyers legalese is perfectly clear and

comprehensible, so maybe it serves a lipine function.

Charrow: While it would be nice if this were true, apparently it

isn't.' David Mellinkoff, a law professor at UCLA; claimed in a recent

_

paper (Note 5) that lawyers
.

,

do not understand legalese very well either.
F , I - 0

As an example of the difficulties lawyers run into, the word shali Is

generally favored in iegal writing instead of must, ieading to ambiguities

getWein fffi Tutule:tehseaildthe notion of obligation or necessivi7-

'Legalese is perpetuated because of reusing parts of old contracts . .

. Selden: *The legal writing courses that law students take . .

Brewer: And the desire to *maintain a specialized language-that_non-

lawyers wilt have difficulty understanding,

Kantor: It would seem to. be oldsirable to have positive guidelines

rather than simply telling writers what they should not do; since

telling them what riot to do doesn't necessarily help them do something

elseinsfead:' ti

;

Charrow: Many of the Document Design guidelines are formulated
-)

positively--e.g. "Use the active voice" (this particular one.is

motivated by the need not to leave agents unlecified, rather than by
. . 7.

grammatical complexity).
1,

Seiden: The Army has found that guidelines per se are not too

useful, since writers cannot keep them all in mind while they are writing;
ti

it is better to give examples of good writing, along with explanatrons

of particular points. .

R

111

so

94
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Charrow:- The Document Design Project he }¢s teach good writing by

offering. courses for bureaucrats.

Some Possible oeals-:of This Research-

Davison: if the researchers had simply used readability formulas,

illegitimately trans) ated into guidelines, they would not have been able

'to achieve the rents they did on the jury instruction experiment.

7 Successful rewriting is very difficUlt and expensive and requires people

who know what they are doing--pot the Mere application of a formula.
YE. ow.. ...,..,.

Anderson: If the. researchers had used only one readability formula
+111%

to decide whether their rewrites were effective or not; the):`'wooad have

been misled in this case. -

4 Charrowl Aitien dealing with legal language in particular, readability

formulas cannot be used because (a) it often is imposs ible to get away %

.

from the type of (legal),vocabulary needed, and (b) long sehtences may
.

. .

be necessary, like many of those in the rewrites. If a more adequate ',

formula were devised`, probably nobody but a lingui.pt would4be able to

use it.

6. Re.tdability Formulas and the Adaptation of Texti

'.

Alice Davison and Robert N. Kantor

Readability formulas were never intended by their orinators to

serve as directions for writing a text to a particular gtadglevel or for

simplifying a text so that its level of reading difficulty is.lowered.

9
,.

96
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Witers'ofr readability formulas usually add a disclalter to this effgct

(e.g.., Kiare, 1974-75); and properly so. .A distinction should be made

between measuring factors correlated in .someway with reading 4fficulty,

.

and actually defining thg factors which cause a text to be difficult'

to read.

But readability formulas involve only a few such factors correlated

' with difficulty. Onc writers know how readability formulas work, it is

hard to forget that they involve sentence length and unfamiliarity or

length of, words-f-both-perves-i-ve-features of texts And even if writers

are not told to use short semtences.and simple vocabulary, they mightti.
.independently conclude that doing so would bring the text to the level

di

.

of reading difficulty which'is desired or necessary for the particular
. ..4.-

purpose for which the tent is to be used..

. Adaetations and lentence Length

In this section we want
.

te, present some particular cases where

-:
J

evidence intern) to the texts in question leads us to believe that
- , .

. .
, .

readability formulas have had some influence ory the writing of materials,

.
.

,1/4..../

. .

. intended for reading practice. The examples are excerpted from a longer

study (Davison-, Kantor, Hawah, Hermon, Lutz, & Salizillo, 1980) where
4.. .

we systematically compared the original and the adapted versions of

four texts in,Parker (1963), There we argue than many of4the most
... . . , ..

i
I 1 i

appropriate and successful chinbes Could not have Hien pode if the ,

.

___ .

,
4 heir, 'a .

adaptors were using readability formulas s eir sole guide 0 'rating.

. I 7 .,,.

4

*

M.A.*
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. I h .r. . .
,. . ,

t

WesalSo argued, as we do here, that there were other Changes which were
--.... . 1 ' ; - .

. \ - *

not particularly successful per se; or.Which in fact made the text

t

harder, to understand; These changes did not have_any obvious motive-

/
Lions, but si'nc'e they involved Sthortening sentences and ch nging

'Part/1%41er words, it is probable that they were ade with readability

'formulas in mind. This feeling is supplorted by acomparisoirof the
. 1

reading levels of the adapted texts with the original versions, as

M\asured by a number of the standard foemblas .(see Table 1). Put

,...--

. 7

Insert Table 1 Sbout here. ve'ar---gitta.

crudely, it looks as though certain changes Were made to those elehents

of the text:which are measured by readability formulas. do

.
..

So if the reading leydl of the texts hid.to be a certain figure,
.*

the adaptor could count on this ROM being reached by making sure

thit there were few very long sentences,, that most sentences didnot

exceecra gRen length, and that the vocabulary was, neither unfamiliar

nor complex ih length..

e

4.
# ".

... t" ... . . .

AdeptStions and Sentence Restructuring .
.. .

An overail sentence -by- sentence comparison of the driginal and

. 4 ,
et adaP?ted forms of -the four texts stuiliedwdid in fact show that there

I

, were decreasesein the average length'ofsentences as measured in words

(rather than syllables-see Table 2). In the adaptation of :he Jonger
. .-

4

92

3

0
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texts, a lot o.f,material was simply deleted so that the absolute number

of words (and.sentences) was decieased (see Table 3). Sentende length

- hnsert Tables 2 and 3 about here..'
r

was decreased either by outright deletion of material
e

4

1'
II J

we -assume, the

.adaptor felt could be left out without distorting th , or by breaking

.up longer sentences into their constituent clauses which thembecome

independent sentences. Table 4 shows that the nual0erpf long sentences

with three or'more clauses is substantially reduced in.twOof the texts

studied (two whose original forms were of manageable length for counting

O.
clauses by hand). The number of sentences with mew' two.ciauses was

somewhat increased, Tables 1 and 2 show that thb numberof words in the

adapted texts were distributed among, proportionately more sentences than

in the original, so that the sentences were simply made shorter.

a 4

Insert Table 4 about here.

r
One effect of shortening sentences is to introduce uncertainty into

the text. Splittin? 24 complex Sentence Into kt component parts often

re es that the adaptor delete/connective ds ike subordOate

lif'Ce the infinitive
b

conjunc tions or else remove grammaticaj marke

particle to, which are not found in independent sentences. but con-p

junctio6.and Other clause connective; also have meaning, and deleting

them robs tbe,resultant seqUence of sentences of some of the author'

IS/

I
-

-

93
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original 'Intent, particularly inforMation about the logical relations.,
e _

between the sentences.
. 0

r 4

Some examples are given below,' 4n (I), tte-original sentence has

an infinitiVe purpose clause, which is split off from the main clause,
0

in the adaptation.

qi) (Disaster iii Dayton)

I

Original:, "I'm going down to the contract, "-said Jack,
A 1

"to -see -that everything is all right."

Adapted: "I'm going down to the budding project:" said

. Jack. "1 have to see if everything is all right."
.

The altered version is a statement, oobligeticn-, not of purpose, which

could not be expressed as a main clause without redundancy (e.g.-,

I'm going.ifo see . . .). The expression of obligation might Allow the

reader to infer what,Jack's purpose was in going,o the building

Project, but the change represents a distortion'Of the text in that

the semantic/pragmaticnotion of obligation is not described inrthe
1 f N

.o,
S .

original and is not justified in theadaptastoion.
. ,

0 .

in example (2), the reader must also infer the correct relation .
.

A
.1, ..,

between two Cliuses im the adapted version: .,
:5

-

, , 3,

California's Giants), ,

. -, -
--.,

. .

California's

Orig al: If given a chance before another frFe 'sores, the tree . .

. _
,

- _ -,.. , ,
, :

. . '

will heal i'ts own wounds by growing `dew bark over the -
.

, . . -,
.,

. , .
;. .

- burned part. - _ .,
t

Adapted: If given-a chance before another fire comes; the itcee
_.,

,, , , .. .

iii -heal its own woundS% It will grow new bark ovec ..,
. is'

. -..... .
the burned part. 1 ,---.... -

,. , ,..... ,_

. 4 ',

. , . ' '' .

0 L ,
....

,..,
. ,,

.1,,. ,, ,
.

0 4 4

''' ...7,
G c+ Je , A '

5 r,,,

,...,9,, ..:---.. ,
.

.,
o . . , ... ,. . : 1,.!, -- ,,- i.

. 1 . ,
_..... . , . -;.:., . . - . f. .F. .....
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The reader could infer that growing new bark is the means by which trees

heal' their own' wounds" if it _I s not explicitly _stated in the adapted
.

ver,siOn. Yet an inexperienced reader, or' one who does not .know very
. 4' - ,

...

' much about trees, might make an incorrect ,guess, and see healing wounds

and growing new bark as separate, processes, simply ordered in time.

These are quite clear cases of loss of relational information- which

is explicit in the originai and only partially recoverable from the
,adaOted version-. Some deletions of conjunctions such as and may

,
simply make less clear which, sentences have related t ics. But

other deletions, while not removing much "explicit reia Iona) informa-,

-4"

thin, may ,take away Nines as to what causes what.

For example, in splitting up ,the long sentence in the orig inal of Q,

(3) into three separate sentences, the adaptor has left fewer clues

for refatidg the clauses. The connection of the first two would convey

'to the adult reader that the narrator waS trying to keep from being
. . _

*afraid thi-ougiithi hfght--,_wh6n the dangers were not visible and nothing-.....

`much' could be done about.them untii the, dawn put a----iimit_to the
,

."

narrator's conscious 'effort. The adapted version simply describes a.-, .'..- . .
.

sequence, where the Cooling of the .dawn and looking out are related only
A

.4. 1 41. , )- in ,time to keeping up courage.
.__

4 ri
r ' a

(3) (Disaster in' Da ,
Original: I had~ kept my nerve pretty %4e11 tirl dawn, Just

the faint light Ages' Coming, when we looked out and
. 'saw- the water whirling by,:againstthe bay window.

9
3 I .

'

.1

A

S
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Adapted: But we all kept obr coproge up. As the.faint light ii

of 'dawn idai Coming, we.iooked out. The,wdter.was:
A . ,

,
.

whirling by., In. ...

.
.

.
. a. . A

Splittingup t he third and,fourt0 clauses into two separate sentences
. . !I A -

(which is the resulLof deleting and saw) -pakes the coon-cation between
,

7

t adability-COnfe
gei

a, .
;

. - ,

the ideas or propositions fractal:4e but nat expli. cit.: Clearly, the
...,...

.i.

a. _,.

emotional oxertOneof the "vihole,6 as expressed bythe particular clausal
,.. .

.

combination id 3 (original) has been Obs ur
,

ed ., -
, , . . - ,

.. .

Deletions of Point of View and Modality'
,..

c

.

.
.

The particular loss of information n.this case is also found in
. -1

: -

many other examples where verbs of perception, §peaking, or ;rental process
. , .. -(A.,

.
tare deleted. kp. the adaked.version above, the statement The water was

.

whirling by could be correctly attributed tb,:the narkkor, since there
.

.

is no distinction made between the though

and Xhosa of the characters in the event.

tsand perceptions of the narrator
,

;kButin the more 'descriptive
- ,

texts, there Is often a great difference between thokideasof the writer.
.

and those of othei peop)e mentioned. Learning todistlnguilsh between

assertions of the writer and opin
. .

I
ao,

ons attributed to others, not necessarily
k-

A

for an inaperienced reader l'adShared. by the writer, is a Major ta
.

- - . ..
I

should, we believe; be a majofinstructionalf0 goal: However-, the adaptations
. . -

I

- we tudiedconsistent.ly seemed lib reMovematereal from ,sentences which

A, ,

.1

D. gave information about the of a state nt or which made /1 statemer
.

A
4

seem as though it was not asserted cate rically by-the autborc,,,'

.

.
%

A
'

9G
1 l

s,

.., '
7----,--.-

S..

1
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information about the source of an idea Is deleted when the

proposition in question is not disputed by the author, as example (4)

illustrates.

' (4) Californiafrs Giants)

Original; A railroad freight agent has figured thht itwould

req uire_at least 40 modern flat cars to haul away just

tile trunk alone.

Adapted: And at least forty freight cars would be needed to haul

away justits trunk. ,

. .

The assertion would be more convincinat it seems to us, if its source
,

is described as a person who woultik'ncm (perhaps. bette than the author)

exactly what an enbrmous task such as this wouied require. Similarly,

the example in.(4) sillustrates the deletion of a description of apsource.

(5) (Mi lk) 4,

Origins): Romans'weretsaid by Pliny to'rub breO soaked in asses'

milk on their faces to make them fairer and plecent the
s

.
growth of beards.

Adapted: The Romans rubbed bread soaiZecin ass&' milk on their

faces. .They thought that thislUould make their skin

W.

.

.
paler.. They also thought it would keep their beards

. .
.

.

from growino! 4.
.

1

I. . . .. ,

The assertion about the Romans ought to gain credibility by 'being
.

,

s .
\ ..,

attributed to an eyewitness, but this information is deleted, perhaps;
... 1. .

, because flAriter Would have to describe who Pliny was. (A paraphl'ase,..

.--- '

.

. .

might have been used , such as "a writer who lived in the Roman period

. ."). In the adaptation., the writer adds They thought . , .,'to a

. .
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-10k
. proposition which is supposed to be uritrue,_though--in ordinary adult

...-- %
.

writing, the attribution of a propositiori to a source does not indicate
%..

i

that the author disagrees. Inst ead, the reasier must learn to judge in
,

'

,

14'

a particular context whether the author agrees with cited soruces,I
disagrees, or remains neutral. .'.

.

The deletion of the source of a proposition has several adverse

effects, in our opinion. MosOmportant, it obscures the difference

between fact avid opinion; statements are made boldly, as though they
..Ef

,are simply facts emanating from an infallible and authoritativelso urce,

. . .
.

he author. Secondly, readers are given no practice in distinguishing

IC A

shades-of qpinion, deciding who thinks what, and in evaluating the

4

, .

probab,ie degrd'e of truth'which a statement may have., This same effect e

is found in the '01Jetion of modal information, as in (61: t

---r- . .y

061 (Mi 10' -, 7 .1

. /
.

/ \\ ..

Drigiral,: Nero's wife, Poppaea, took a daily bath in it (wit ik)
-7' .

and 'Supposedly had 500 beasts on tpp for the pur
. .

,., .

Adapted': The wife of one,emperor of Rome took a milk bath every

day . She kept five hundred animals to make sure

of haying enough milk each dam

jheadapted version presents the proposition as a known fact, while,the

,original presents it zis probable or conjectural, given that it is a.
.-

fact about a remote period known through posibly;unrellable sources.
4/1

A third and perhaps, less perhicious e ffect of de)etions of source
s.

.

information is simply to deprive the texts of some color or immediacy.- .

. ,

. .

4C

,

4.

4 I P
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-, (7). (Disaster in Dayton)

Original: l goticed the water kept

Adapted: The water kept rising:

Sirice the narrator and the protagonist are the-same, therlkis no chance

f.Or the reader to misunderstand the soufce,, yet still the adapted '

, 6

vers ion conveys less vividly the relation between,the events and the

.

narrator; in (7), the tare statement that the waters were rising would - '-

make the reader less aware than would the original version that the event
%

was likely tovake the narrator ttill more apprehensive'of danger.

°7

.The net effect of all these deletions is to make the sentences in

the adapted,version of the text much shorter Inan.the corresponding
%'

sentences of,.the original. The primarymotivation to.delete this

6
,

material seem4 b6 be to shorten the text, and since the deletions ,do

na"radically distort the meanin§ of the text, 69 losses of informa-

[ion are considered tolerable by the adaptors. But, as we ,have

, t demonstrated ri the preceding exdMples, the loss of information in

s entence connections. may Make some of the meaning Orthe tdxt harder

a recover than in the original (examples 1.-9). Deletion bf information

about..7 the source or probable truth va.lue of a proposition, as in (4) -

., .

. (7), givesAtHe misleading irpression that all assertions are ecitially
. ..

.

solid facts and takes away the opportunities foe the reader to learn

j

. .
,

to make judgments about the reliability of an astertidh.

;
.

.

.

4
. 1

pp.'

. 99
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lexical Changes

The changes made in the vocabularyi of text may also lead to loss,

of information e familiar or shorte word is not available as

a close counterpart of the unfamiliar
\

surplus is deleted, in addition, to in ion about quantity, 250 gal Ions .
...0

(8) ()iilk).

in thd following example,

I Original: In Toronto, a suburban ice-skating rink was flooded
with 250 surplus gallona of it skim milk)4.

Adapted: An ice skating rink was flooded with it.

The deletion or surplus .takes away info?mation from which the reader

.might guess why milk was being used in this apparently wasteful planner.
e

m

A paraphrase to that effect 'might have been more appropriate: . . was

floo'cled witfi milk which was not needed; miglitt have spoiled, etc. But

such a paraphrase would have lengthened the sentence and so might have

been undesAble if the .Wr i ter was a IsO tinder the injunction (tacit or

otherwise) to reduce' sentence length.

Very often the 4u Itution of shorter or more familiar viords must
tor e

lead to lengthening of sentences. An extreme case is "Ijustrated in (9). ir

Origi I: Fli,p0ocrates recommended,mi lit as aa curet' beverage.

7 words).

Adapted: One. of the mosf famous creek doctors told. his 'patients
*

to drink milk to cure ',lines*. (16 words). ti

.

100
4 e,

...4
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.

The adapted version is lengthened by nine words to,explain,who Hippocrates

was (saving one wo d by not mentioning him byname). CuratiNte, which is
.

the least familiar word In the sentence (according to Dale. & O'Rourke,

'4-196) is parapbraseain three words, to cure illness, tihitlereCOmmend
, .

toldandbeveragei neither of which is very unfamiliar, are combined as told

his patients to drink. The adapted version does convey the infbr Lion

of the original, but in simpler terms and at the cost of lengtheiing

I %

the sentence to more than double its original length:

Many words are given simpler substitutes even though the original

words are likely to be familiar to readers of the intended. grade letel,.

though perhaps not guaranteed to be familiar to readers reading below

grade level. Since the texts we analyzed were intended for students in

the seventh through tenth grades who read at the fifth to skth grade

level, it is understandable that all less familiar words might be given

substitutes, paraphrased, or deleted in order to remote any_ possibility
a

of baffling the reader, even if the text itself did not bienefit by the

r. change.

It isalso interesting to note that the adaptors in some instances

went farther than considerations of readability formulas would demand.

They carelfully changed all obsolete, idiomati,c,, or colloquial (slang)
. . , f , f.0

expressions which might not be in tcornmori use, substituting,

- A

for example, the term building project for contract in (1) and courage

for nerve in (3). They also deleted unfamiliar names, like Pliny io-(5),

-\.-

or gave an explanation of who the person was, as for Hippocrates (9) and.

. 101.
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Poppaea In the context Tfor (6); she is the wife of a koman emperor.eror. Such
-....,

P f j:. %.' ' O. ,

changes show a sensitivity to the difficulties of the text which do not

follow from readability formulas, sincg_prosier:namps are not supposed to

.

enter into the calculation of vocabulary complexity in many readability

5ormulas,

Consequences of Formulas as Writing Guides
r

.* 1.....

Using readability formyla .s implicit guides to writing or rewriting

thus poses the dilemma that i

4
n order to simplify vocabulary, the writer

is often forced to lengthen sentences; but to deCreasediffiCulty of

sentences, the writer must also shorten them. One way to deal with this

At

problem is to delete information, but some of this information may he

useful or necessary for interpreting the relations betwedn.sentences,and

. without it, thirsense of the text is not preserved. kven if some connec-

tive information is left in, the separation into independent sentences

-treates the effect of a sequence of unrelated asseftions. This effect
1

may be Seen in the compar)son of a sequence of two'sentences from the first

ediAorr of a. text 4Bendick & Gallant, 1980) with the same passage from
. .

the second, edition, where a subordinate clause has been made into an

independent sentence:% ,

. ,

4.

4 4

1st edition. You probably saw Illy pads, grass, reeds, and water

weds growing in .thaTiow water near the shore. And
.

4 mayblth;re'Were Water striders glitirng'over the

/ sutaceaof the lake, and small fishes darting among
,

the shadows of the lily pads.

If I

1.02

.-
-=--

-S
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2nd edition.' You probably s aw lily pads, grass, reeds.and water..

weeds. These plants grow in shallow water near the

shore. There may have been water striders gliding
0

over the surface of. the lake.

(Bendick & Gallant, 1980)

The subordlilate modifier growing . . . has been made a separate sentence

connected to the preceding sentence by the anaphoric expression these

0

plants. But as a separate sentence, it appears to be an Assertion on

an equal level in discourse with the preceding, rather than just inter-
,

refore'appearsttotally irrelevant and inconsequential, because its

connection \with the description of the lake is less char-than in the

Changes such as the ones illustrated in the above examples generally

seem to be dictated by the implicit injunciiions.fol towing from reada-

biirty/ormu las rather Ihaby genuine cOnsideratitns of difficulties

"----Zathin a particular text. We have noted that unmotivated changes lead

to loss of information or' create possibilkies for'rbitundvstanding

the original content of tl text. 4 would seem more productive,, as

we have noted in Davison et al. (i-980),1to,alter the text where its

actual Properties make it necessary. Fr example, the relationship
-

between the negative a nd the rest of the sentence in. (11) is fairly

difficult to see, because the negative does not just simply negate the ' 1

verb.

..

a
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Original: When a Big Tree. falls, its needle-like leaves do not

wither for years.

Adapted-; -Whena:bigtree-falls, it takes_xiarq fnr ins
. ft

leaves to wither.

That. is, the leaves do wither; but not for years.

. . .

No readability formula would define this combination as diffic It

(
6

to compreheAd. Okilya writer usitg knowledge of languae would ha e

defined it as misleading and made the appropriate change.

Reasoned Adaptation cr.

Clearly; an adaptation of a text which is done for therbRurpose of

making it eas r to read will involve simplification and su bstitution,

.1)

and probably also some reorganization. If this work is done with .

some sensiti'ity toproperties of texts and to the expressive

characteristics of words and sentences, and if the intended audience

actually does understand it, it would seem that readability formulas

are basically unnecessary. When readability (Or:mules do have influence

over writer s, We find such influence tends to undo some of the work of

adaptors, as intelligent writers by ,causing them t e text less.

_A

connected and its meani p icit. It seems to us to by a waste
. ,

ter's efforts to ask them to simplify a text $00 according to

their own knowledge of language and according to the vntradictory

injunctions of readability,formulas.

r *

.1

2

-S
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, 7. , Comprehension of Captioned Teleyision

s
,)

a Mark Oidenberg
6

i*

-

, .

Virtually all of the 13.4 million hearing-impaired Americans (Schein
. .

&'Delk,1974) suffer some degiTe of informational dep'fivation. For a

small percenta ge, their handicap merely reducesthe flexibility and

value of,their TV viewing rather than excluding them totally from the

medium. For most, the eonsequencesr pore severe. Little TV

programming other than sports can be unde.rstood more than superficially

'Without the auditbry component. Lipreaerig provides little additional

information because of the small picture size, poor image definition,

and unfavorable camera angles. The cultural and informational
7

isolation that resuli"SNis formidable.

Comprehension of televised information can be,incheased by the

addition of either captions or simultaneous t on of the audio

into sign language. g is the rored method both because many
4 1

,

g-impaired individuals do not know sign language and because,

among those who do, captioning ls.greatly preferred (Norwood, 1976)
.

The recent development of "closed" captionihg via Line 21 of the. ti

broadcast signal and its implementation by th? networks (Brown, 1980 )

1

ensures that the,amount of captioned programming will Increase greatly.

In addition, full-page text transmission such as the Teletext system

will soot' tecome_avAklable. Thus, an array of innovative electronic

text /services
is likely to be available soon.

of

1
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It thus becomes itportant to understand the cognitive and linguistic

factors involved in caRtionoomprehensIon. This paper reports the

t '
results of a Andy of current captioning practices. Transcripts of

programs captioned by WGBH-TV (gUbliC televiskrOin Boston) andWaeo-

' tapes of captioned programs were analyzed along several dimensions.

Our preliminary findings suggest that captioning for adult vie wers is

currently done primarily on an intuitive basis. Little is`known about

the properties of captioned texts that contribup to their compre-

hensibility or about the consequences of curren Fces. In the

simplification process,.

tr

o xt structure, connectives, and

a material are frequently deleted,- This may restritcr:a

text that is syntactically simple but difficult to comprehend because

the reader musttgenerate deleted-informaiio and integi:ate different

portions of text 61.the absence of explicit cues tp its,structure. We

hatie isolated five groups Of factors that appeal= to-heavily influence

caption comprehension:

1. Display CiRventions Including the division If captions into
4

lines and successive displays;

2. Cues to Sentence Structure such as rejative pronouns and

complementiiers, which may be retained or deleted;,

3. Global Structdre Cues such as, introd uctory sentences,

trabsItional words Or phrases, and summarylmaterial;

. 4. Lexical Choice including tile retention, pletioh,or replace-

ment of nonliteral expressions such as metaphors and lades;
So*

4

1 0 C
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5. Genres of program content; for; instancl, short and long news .

pieces, "teaseru.stories, fealLresi drama.

These sliould be the focus of future experimental

4

I al

a in this area.
.

revious Research ,Thr
,

fisting research indicates that the televisi9n viewing habits of

}taring and hearing-impaired persons are comparable. For example, an

evaluation of the Captioned ABC News performed by th *Deafness Research

. ,
and Training Center at New York,University found that among more than

1,100 hearing-impaired respondents, viewing averaged about 3'hours 30

minutes per day. This compares to 3 hours 44 minutes among men in the

general population and 4 hours 51 minutes among women. Senaelbaugh

(1978) 4ound that hearing teenagers watch about 20 hours of television a

week, while hearing-impaired adolescents watch about 30 hours and deaf

adolescents about 36 hours.

Little research has been conducted on captioning; most stiles have

focused on their general effectiveness. Davila (1972), Fischer (11071),.-

Gates (1970), Nix (1971),, and Norwood (1976) showed that televised

transmission of information to hearing-impbired subjects is improved
ti

by the addition of captions. Propp (1972) found that captions were

the most effective of four presentation methods (including simbltaneous

sign language interpretation). A formal evaluation of captioned,

"Zoom" (Winslow, 1977) found that children viewingcabtioned-programs .

4 ,w
r

had consistently higher attention levels than children vieWing uncaPtioned

programs.

I
107
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, There has been sortie research on display factors

found that a regularly paced flow of medium-length

seeed most efficient and least latiguing for deaf

O'Bryan (NoteA)

two -line, captions

readers. Consistent t

capt.,161-1-iTiEement was also Toportaht.amd its found- that capt ns

should be shortened over active video scenes and' never cover the

speaker's mouth. O'Bryarl (1975) found that on color broadcasts yellow

captions were not bs .effective as white captions.

In terms 'o'f linguistic structure_and content, the research is *

sparse. An evaluation,of captioned television for deaf adults (Rickman,

Roth, Szoc, Normoyle, Shutterly, 6 Wallace, 1979) showed inconclusive

`results regarding the effectiveness of edited versus. verbatim

captioned scripts. The study suggested that 'Wtore research is decessary,

. toexamiine and fully delineate the important linguistic link between
.-

the captions and information tr'ansmission."

In sum, previous research has shown (a)' that hearing-impaired pertons

watch television._ and, (b) that captions are beneficial.. However, almost-

no research existg concerning caption content.

. .

issues , c 0 <
, .

..- 7 . -
% ,

. .. ,.- .. The _goal of the present research is to identify variables that ,
.-

. , --.- --___
. .-- _-

affect caption clpprehension. in order 'to develop guicieljnes fpr cdption__
i .--,

.
v -. .

I .
,

.

. writing. Caption comprehension is a language experience thaC-draws

..-

,upon skirls used in listening and reading, yet It differs considerably'
.

.0 '. from.these tasks: It is similar, to listening in that tfie rate of
4 r. ." ,'

/
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. 'transmission is controlled by the sender.. caption is aiso fast..

A"i'
-

, -
,

q"4
. .

/,' , .,, .

.,. fading (Hockett, 1963). The actual signal is present for only a few., . ,
, . . . .

ria a
IP. ,''' i - , i .

. . seconds, a ;given caption,must be' Itnke'd to pr9vious information
. .. . . ,

t' - .. . * a- .i / that is not p5y1.1caily available , Captict c;ilip:eh-ension'lk ki
nl

islar. ." ,
. to reading, of course, in that the channel Of* munrcatiort is,visual,

# . raw
a,i % ' I 0 4. ,and the mediiim is wrzitXe i'anguage. It is a form of reading, hOwe'ver,

1

,.

-g;

06 1

ti

0 .
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.

.1nwhich.'lookbacks ere impossi ble. In addition, the calitions.compete
.

4

with tile" accompanying vi deo for, a t tent idn; 5--' . . , . .
- ii a .

The main goal in captioning is to present captions that are easily
. - al.'.

a - under stood yet accurately preserve as Ruch of the information in the
. k

audio 4, possiti)e. Under' current procedures, aptions are simpiifited
. 4_..

. . .. . ... . .

with res ect to the audiligor two ptimary reasons; .(a) Whereas audio
.1 v. ' .

infbrmap n may be' processed- ultaneously ,with t\he videp' (because .

.)

these sources are. lb different channels), captions share the limited-
,-', \' ;

capacity visual channel WiTh other inforpation; and (b) the target

audience. is assumed, to- have low-level reading ski 1.1s (Conrad, 1979; ,
. . Pi

,...

Quigley & King, 1975). Capabris .are syntactically and Texicafly simpler,. ..
. , .._.,..

, than the- original addIO; idibmatic expressidns.ind metaphors are replaced.
. .0

with concrete language...In effect (although not by, design), coptioners .
_. .

are following stliategies.'which increase the "readabi 1 I ty".of .0 apt,ioned .. .
, . .

text as measured by standard readability formulas ,(e.g,, Bormuth, 1966;..,

.
. %

d

, P
*

.

Dale & pall, 1948; Flesch, 1948), In addition, portionS of the audio
.. .,. .are not captioned at all. .

....
. .4. s.... . 1 .

0

a

N
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the effects of these simplification, on comprehension; ,retention,

interest, and enjoyment are largely unknown.. Preliminary analyses

of several captioned programs indicate that, many current procedures

may have negative 'fftets in these areas. Cons.idell,the following .

expaiale, in which the audio portion of a news broadcast is compared

to the captions that actually appeared on the screen.

Original--(Reportar): The energy proposal almost went

down the drain today here in.the House'of Representatives.

The N'ttle was over lumping- the nat ra( =gas bill with less

controversial energy bills. Some sen tors wanted to split

off natural-gas, hoping then to kill it.

(Senator): "I could gb on alI day reciting the prestigious
e
national organizations that are in all-out opposition to this

legislation. And yet, we're being told as a roud legislative-

' . body that we should s;iallow.this whole indi estible mass with '
-.

one single up-br-down.

Captioned ver s , , cll0 3
, .

:7 7. . orter): The energy program almost

ended today in thv
.

Helve- bt Representatives. Tke argument Nlos
.

about iihking the natural-gas'bill to less controversial energy -
,e,

. ,

bills.

46enator): "I could continue lis$ing the honored national

glganizations that completely oppose this legislation. But we

are being told that we should accept this whole legislation by

voting on it once."7
. .

The captioned text differs from the original in several ways. Itt

has been shortened by about thir through deletion; individual sent-a-,

/.
ences are shorter and synthetically less complex. Simple lexical items

.
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.

have been substktuted4for more difficult one (e.g., "honored" instead

of "prestigious "). . Idiomatic ekpressions have been'replaced by non-

idiomatic ones (e.g., "ended" replaced the idiom "down tie drain").

These alterations, which are typical, affect both the ease with
6

whijh individual sentences can be decoded and the coherence of the

'story. Some alterations change the meaning of the text; this is

t

.

. especially true,in cases of idiom replacement. For example, saying
, .

, 6

that "the energy program almost went* down the drain" does not Mean
. .' .

",the energy program almost ended." The latter implies that an existing,
6

energy program was about. to end, whrih-is untrue; the former correctly

0

suggests' that the bill which would have,created the energy program

wasalmostdefeated.SiMilarly., idiomatic phrases in the quotation
..

. . -

have been replaced with neutral phrases that fail to convey the

, 1:

speaker's attitude and manner. %.
.

. .
, .

.information that may be critical to understanding:the story has- ,

been deleted entirely. By eliminating the sentence about splitting .

off.riatural gas in order to kill it, the explanation for the senators
. .

argument Aas been lost. The phrasd "by voting on it once" in the
, ./ * -. .

final sentence of the captioi2d text is not a rephrase' of this missing

information; furthermore, it is ambiguous.

The result of these alterations Ifs a text that may fail to convey

the story accurately, despite the fact that individual sentences are

!
fg .

indeed simpler than the priginals. IF reader is left with a series
.,

.
.

of sentences that may be difficult to integrate into a meaningful

I*: ill/
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Interpretation;, thus, readability -may not hai/e been enhanced. Research,..- Y ... .
r ,

is needed to 'determine whtcfi factorecontribute to the comprehensibility

.

I.
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of,captioftand to assessOlaw I.:ell current captioning practises fit

the-language-processing abiligties of_ tine target audience.

V

. ..

m

,

,4,'

Factors AffecfLEIrtapiion COmorehension
e , .

. 4ir... .t
Display Conventions

,.. r
. .

in addition to decian6whot tnformation to include, the captioner
,

. .

must determine how' it,is, to be displayed. The Obvious strategies are
, .I.

,not necessarily (he most effective. Consider, to take just one example,
.. , .

.
) .

, .

. the question
.
of how to divide,a,sentence which is to ,bye captioned.

Captions are usually limited to one or.twolines so as not to

interfdre with the video. mjecause each caption, appears on'the screen

for only a few seconds the breaks between lines on a single display
, ,

.
'and between succeisi.te-distilays have mor importance than. they do in

Pr'
written text, where reading occurs at an individualized pace and look-

-backs a re possibrt. Iniorder to comprehend the captions, the.reader

,must Link the information currently bping pretented with information

presented earlier. Assume, for example,_that the text to be captiltoned
. .

4 ' -o %
. .is (1). This sentence is too long to be presentedon a single line.

,

. . r'. .
: . . s

(1) President Cart& Wigeves that the meeting with Reagan
481

,

4 Tucceeded.. - ;
. . c.t

, . .

Captioners currentty.eaRloy two strategies in diyding such sentences

into line's. Either'ifleitnes are divided so as to equalize the number of
J. . .

, A.

words per line (e.g., 2).

4.

f
. .

, ,- 4. p
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(2) President Carter believei that the .

meeting with Reagan suCceeded.

or a break is made-at a nmipr'clause boundary (e.g.,

(3) President Carter'belives
.

that the meeting with Reagan succeeded.

4

It mightbp preferable, however, to divide the sentence in away

that takes\into ac6otnt some recent rese arch which sbows that listener s

and reader-It ,use their language and general knowledge in a predicvive

fashionTBobrow & Brown, 1975; Marslen-Wilson S Welsh, 1978; Norman &

Bobrow, 1975). Thus, the line division in (4) may be preferable

.
.

because it permits thweqder to use the word that id .a predictive

fashidn.

N
(4) Oresidenrcarter belieyes that

-:the r6Ning with Reagan succeeded.
...

. . .
OP . I.

By the end of the first line, the reader knows that a complement dtause
.

,
. .

op

0,411 follow; this knowledge produces a strong expectation that fafilitates

A,
subsecitlent processing even if the first line disappears before the comple-

ment c'la u'se is encountered. Placing the oomplementizer at the beginning

of the second line (as'in 1) requlres.the reader to process back to '

' the previous line in order...to comprehend the. sentence. wil.1 be
.

A

... especially difficult if that line was on the previous dftpliy.
.. . .....

. ,

Cues to Sentence Structure

!n the,servlee of shortening and simplifying captions, numerous, cues

to the struce,Fyre of ipdivi.dual sentences.are eliminated. These often

t
P

113
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i
1

. have the effect of 'ma king phe sentences more)di ft; cul t to decode. For
I' . t

) -
exam'ple,"in (5), deleting the corplementizer ;that still le-aves a

grarmatical sentence. Similarly,. in (6) the relative pronoun whom

can be deleted?) /
(5) John believes [that] Harry

(6) The man [whom], Sidney knows: is a ;thief.

The captioned text may be shortened bj deleting such cues. In the

S
reduced version, however, tHe reader must recover information that other-

.

wise would be, explicitly stated. Thus, -dtletionsiesql-t in,sentences

which are shortel- But which may be more difficult to comprehend.

Similarly, in (7), a causal relationship between two clauses is signalled.

by .the word because. to (8), this..information. is only irplici tly
.

Al

4110

'conveyed in two sentences.

Congresslonal leaders to discuss his

tax., paikage because,he desperately' neesis

(7) Carter met ,wi th

proposed energy

their support.
. .

. (8) Carter met with Co'ngressional leaders to discuss his

proposed energy tax package. He desperately needs
$

A the I r. support.
. 1: 1.. . . ..-

I t foflows from these cons; derat igns that caption readability may be
: - ...

improved by.pdding surface cues that did not appear in the original audio.

.
For example,, in (9), the reader must infer that the energy bill almost

died ecause of the battle mentioned in he second sentence. 'Explicitly
. I 4.,

. stating this information (as ,in 10) may facilitate comprihension.

. Ps 4 I
I '.

104
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slowed or disrupted whpn cues to its internal structure are deleted.

t

A similar problem exists t the next higher 'level of analysis, the global

ptructuer,of the text. everal recent theories describe the'internal

I

o.
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(9) The'energy proposalialmost died today in the ,House.

The battle was ove r . .

: my-

(10) The energy proposal almost died today in the House

,because of a battle over . . .

In other.cases, deletions may have a positjve effect.

(II) Carla went to see'her.parents, who are living in Chicago.'

02) Carla went to see her parents. They are living in Chicago.

Sentence (1t4:6444.sists of a complex construction in which a restrictive

relative clause is.signalled by the word who. In (12) this has been

I broken into time syntactically simple sentences but without requir14-an

'additional inference. Thus, (12) may bk_easiver to process.

obal-StActure Cues

The above examples show that comprehension of a sentence may be

,k

' structure of narratifie and expository texts' (e.g., Bruce & Newman, 1978;

Halliday &llasan, 197,6; iCintsch & van Dijk, .1978; Handler & Johnsen-,

1977; Rume,lhart, 1975; Stein & Glenn', 1979). Cues to the internal
,

structure of a captioned text'afe often d'Sleted in the effort.to shorten/

and simplify.. This is seen in the following example:

- Captioned version- -I carne eo the Middte.East 11

years ago after the six-day wart( Many Israelis thought it,

would be the last war. 'This program is not about armies or

diplomits. It is about two families caught.in.thziddle

;
I .115
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' D. East conflict.: The program was filpied 3 years ago. But then,

same feelings remain _today
0,

as they have for the Ipst 30..
04

,years. :The feelings remain even though there was hope from

, the historic visit to Israfl by Egypt's- President Anwar Sadat.

This program was the idea of an Israeli TV producer and a

Harvard professor...,

The.most striking d6racteristic of the text is that the sentences do not

appear to follow from one &jaile. Tie topic shifts frequently; a,topic

intxodueedarVinthe text (e.g., inforAtion abodt the program) is

'fbruptly, reintroduced after mucke intervening text, The passage does

not read as a well-constructed story, but -rather as a series of short, ,

disjointed sentences. This may make comprehension more difficult (see

Section 4,by Bruet & Rubin).
4

46

The story lacks_ structure'because information that provided structure

in the original has been deltted For 'example, the sentence "This

program is not about armies or diplomats" entails a sudden change of

topic. In the original, however, it was introduced by a transition

sentence, "What you are about to see is the first in a series about

the Middle East." This sentence informs the reader about thestructure

of the story and prepares him/her for elaborative information.

Similarly, the sentence "Mit program was the idea of an Israel PTV
a

.

'producer and q Harvard professor" also invo ves an abrupt change of
a

t . 4

topic. Again, however',
-

in the original it s introduced by &transition

,entente, "BeTore we begid this series, a word about how it alY came to

be and of the unusual people who Were involved in it."

.

116
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Lexical Choice

It is impo
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suggest fhat introductory dottrial and expijclt transTaons

the corrprehension_proce0. even though thdy lengthen the
4

tant that captioners .use words and expressions that are

within the vocabularies of the .target audience. Unfortunately, precise

information of:this kind is not known. A number of studies have,shown

that hearing-ifp' aired persogs typically exhibit low-level reading.skills

(for review, see Contad, 1979). On this basis, captioners delete or.

.
replace diffi4ult and unusual words. In addition, idiomatic expressions

1 .

metaphors, and other faieiful language are deleted or replaced.

. k. ' .

This practice presents us with three questions: First, do the
, \-.,

_

.7"
low-level. redaing ,skills of Many Maring-impai red perscns reflect a

1
.

deficit at the vocabu,ltar, level, or are they attributable- to other

factors ? Second, what are the capabi 1 i t:ies of hearing- Impaired persons
.,

.
for understanding non - literal language? Third, what are .the. consequences

1 . . I ..
1

.
,

--of al tering !,,he vocabulary i teats or the non 1 i tera 1 language of a text?'

'Expressions are frequently replaced with concrete language which

II _does ,not preserve the meaning of -the original. In one'story, the idiom,
. .

"asf time ran out" was replaced with "near the end," ich fails to convey

the 1$1ea of a deadll-nell In another story, 1%rorked irry way through College"

".

was repla ced with 14rorked so
1
could go to college," which again does

40.

- .

41.
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. .

not capture the origiT1 meaning. in addition, these expressions are

less interesting than the originais; replacement produces a homogeneous
) %

text that lacks any style and may be boring to"Atead.

It is also important to evacuate the effects of idiomatic expressions

on the'comprehens41.6 of the longer text in which they are embedded. If

)

idioms are more diffialt, they will,requirmtime and processing

.
resources which,would otherwise be used n.analysis of the continuing

text. Hence, a "ripple" effect may occur in which overall comprehension

4
of the extended text suffers as well. Note that the opposite could

hold instead, idioms might disrupt dcoces)ing at aldbal level but,

by adding to the liveliness or character of°rthe text, might at the same

time enhan.ce its interest value for the reader..1 This could lead to

Inc eased attentiveness, which would facilitate comprehension of ,the

larger. text. Furthermore, the,larger xt can provide additional

information which reveals the meaning of tie idiom &permits the viewer
,4.

to infer it` This iSsye can only be resolved through direct comparisons

J

of idiom comprehanslomlIn limited and,extended contexts.
4/1.

c Metaphors May have an even greater effect on the comprehension of

longer texts, While apptaphor may increase the'difficulty of the

sentence in which it occurs, it may facillate the comprehendion of
.

subsequent finformgtion by providin6 a.frameRiork for additional detail.

This can only be observed If the metaphor is embedded in a longer

11.14Xt ..
5
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Any development of gen;ral capt+onTiirtechniques must be done with

the reatiqatiO that various types of programs may require different
. .

guidelines. 5he eperience of WOBlecaptioners and preliminary analyses

of several captidned programs indicate that all of the.factors discussed

above interact with the genre of the show? Far example, for Hawthorne's

4'4

'

Scarlet Letter, a prime considerarion was to preserve as much as possible

[
of the original language--including most of its meta phors, Idiom', and

dialectal idiosyncrasies. In contrast, idioms and metaphors are

6 systematically deleted for news captions.

Retent research in'text comprehension has focused on the e 'f,tfect of

the perceived genre of a text (Brewer, 1980) on readers' expectations
.

and understanding. Green (1979) demonstrated that a newspaper story

presented as a narrative is perceived as disconnected and incompre- .

hensible; Adams and Bruce (1981) discuss the knowlbgeabout fables'
6

which is crucial to arriving at the "standard" interpretation of Aesop's

fables. These genre distinctions have implications_ for captioning.

On the most general level, Adult programs which have been captioned

fall into three categories -- dramas, documentaries, and news. Although

.)
the category of dramatic presentations hardest to describe in general

terms, some oaptiming issues appear to arise most often within this'

4
group. For example, because most dramas have ajarge amount of dialogue,

,

t
placing captions so the speaker is identifiable 15'aq-issue of prime

6

. 1

6,

641
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. concern; off-14mera :.speakers present a difficOt problem. In the

.
, l.

til'eaice'llkniter A _caption' er's sol4ed the problem of representing the voice

of Annie Sullivan's dead brother's ghost by using a smaller font,

placing the captions a ve Annie Sullivan's head and, precedingceding the
, . .

spoken wierds with Jemmie's .voice. Any quidelines for display
.

. . .

.

-

conventions will have to be flexible enough to allow fo? such genre-
'.
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specific' reciui cements.

D;cumept6ri,es

a female boxer) 'or

usually focus either on a person (e.g., C, about

. '

a situation (Arabs and Israelis); in eider case., it

is iillpor;ant\po identify early in the show what thb topic d tt;e scope

of the discussion will be. The original version of the captioned

passage from,Arabs and Israelis quoted above performig is functton

by identif/ing the families from whose perspectives the conflict will -

1e viewed, and indicating when and where the program was fi fined. Much

of glis material pcovified crucial.organiting information. Our pre-
.

liminary observations indicate thot such cues to global structure
.0

assume a.centrof role in docuMidntarlies.

.,- I.
Hews programs may seem like the most-uniform genre. However, even Y

wi thin a single\news show, the may :be examples of abgenres which

require diffe'rent captioning styles. We w)11 contrast two of these
.

here. The first is the Hquickle".story which occurs after the major

news is carrim;micated. 'The; anchor person vads the story in .1,9 15

seconds; often the last sentence is a humorous punch line. The second
.

,. .
often

.

- it

12O k
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'fr

is the major news story, aft- to 2 -mlnute._report, often by a correspondent

In another city, often complete withshort quotattons and interviews

and some changes in the ',accompanying video.

The quickie news story presents paAicular probrams captioners
4

because of its brevity. The density of facts squeezed into such a short./
,

time limits the modifications which can be made to the text. Consider

/ r
the following story:.

Original'-Jamei Earl Ray was married today in the'.

visitors' lounge bf the Tennessee prison where he is Serving

a 99-year sentence for the assassination of Dr. Martin Luthur

King, Jr. His bride is a 3i -year old freelanc0 courtroom-

artist named-Anna Sandhu. Immediately after the ceremony Ray

was sent back to his cell and his wife'went home. . Said Mrs.

Ray, "1 would like to live life normally :I19

The story has two main goals: (a) to communicate the facts of Ray's

marriage and (b) to deliver a humorous, memorable punch at, the end.

Reducing_the numbel- of words in this story will necessarily involve

deleting some concepts which might be crucial to'the total me sage,

sacrificing one of the two goals: in the captioned version a of

the facts were retained aalhe punch tine deleted. A different

decision might hage been to sacrifice the details to keep the humor at

the end.

Contrast this brief news item with the energy story discussed in

the Issues section. For the ndws item there is only one speaker; for

the energy story there are two. When the video changes from the _reporter

,

A
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4 to the senator, tht senator's,wordi= must appear on the screen at the

same time as'his face, The captioner responded to this Constraint by
. .

. deleting the sentence ("Some senators . which had explained the

.00"
e

senator's statement. An alternate strategy would have been to combine,
4, ;.,, ...A.

the first three sentences into 'two, attempting to retain' both the'

/

introduction of topic (accomplished in the first and second original
vp,

sentences) and the explanation of the senator's comments (accomplished

by

'.'.
.

.

.

by the third sentence),
.

_ .

Summary. ,
.

. .. . :1

,The clear point emerging from these preliminary analy*ses is that /

-7

producing easily comprehendedcaptions is not simply a matter of making

them lexically and syntactically simple., A captioned program presents

a text with an internal structure dictated by the scripts Local changes

in the text may do violence to its overall coherence. This may actually

decrease the level of comprehension (or perhaps fail tg increase compre-
:

hension in the manner intended). 4hus: Simple sentences tio not

necessarily produce simple texts. An individual wo rd, phrase, 'or

Sentence may be easily, comprehended, while the story in which it is

4
embedded is not. 1.7

Discussion
- '

L , ., N . *

The discussion begarrwith several participants remarking on the
,,

,
.

role'of subtitles in watching foreign,filmi as.wet1 as.on television in
. . ' ,

.

,
, ISother, non -Engilp-speaking countries. . ,.,

, .

'

...

4, ..

122
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Sili4en: Some learning can take place just by observing 'the video

portion of foreign films and matching it, with the.text.

.

,Seidekergi Viewers would appear to have some kind of sinetaknowledge"

of how captions typically relate to the pictures being shown. Such

knowledge-may mean that the amount of redundancy now in evidence could

be reduced. ,.... Of course there. remains the question of the composition

of the target population and whether or not such a population has these

ski lls,; The net effect of tigletions seems, to ia% to force the perceiver,'

to generate infor tion.which was in the origin al text. :rtiot 1.s, by

shCirtening the text:,' ery little isireally to be gainiff if the reader

then hrs'to generp*ropre inferences/ to make.sense of the text.
. # .

Kantorr Perhaps.workneeds to be"done todetermine genre differencesQ,.
..,. . .._

between texts.. There is obviously a differeNice between the flowing
I

information of tlie ABC Evening News' and a drama such as The Scarlet .,
le i a. . .

Letter. The cbptioners of the latter broadcast seerrocr to haye'lletle

trouble keeping the captibns lifer atim representations.of the audio,

p.rincipaliy because the was brief.

Seidenber : Oaptioqers are clearly aware of such genre differences.
ir ..

giubin; In fa4t, there was actuaily a policy decision at the Caption
,, .4

I '. .
Ceriter to change as tittle Of,fhe language of Tice Scarlet Letter as .

..- possible because of Ithe Importantrfffect of Istyle in such a work. ... .

...
.

t
. k " e% i ,

(incidentaliy, they also captioned a production of The Miracle Worker,
.

0

some rather circular effects.) the hardest material to '

delete occurs, in so-called "Peoria st-Fri ret"le.g., "There was a

-

123
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this afternoon in Peo ia, iliinois,and x n
,

sire they contain ltitle if any dele4ple

' more than 15 seconds to report. 'The capti

keep up with the audio.

,

ber of people died . ...")

information and may take 0

ning simply is not Able to

.Seidenberg: And of course, there is the political decision never to
/

eliminate entirely any one news item.

.

Griffin: $Te research has Been conducted on little children

watching television programs that were beyond their level of comprehension.
Nms

The initial episode OfSuperman, for example, in which
0

thehbaby,is

escapelaunched in a rocket to escape the destruction of the p lanet Krypton,

is extremely .confusing.-' A roomful of young children kiatching,that kind .

of program reportedly talkedthroughout it, asking each other questions

'and helping each othe

4

4s*..

r understand. When some caption readers watch

televisiony,they.make it a practice to form groups, makingqhe viewing

tt',

a social event. it may be that social collaboration amo4 caption

'viewer can do some of the work in trying to under'standi'ithe program,

r,t)

as was -the case with the children,vieers: While such,intaraction cannot

be assumed, it may be worth investigating hdw frqque0jos and'how.
1

.

0 f l .

. it.affects caption viewing., , .

c4.

-,

.
..-

a

. . , .

Kantor: Since cable televislOn may someday enable individual caption
. -

. . . .

,!
viewers to choose the level and rate of

,c

captions by providing one channel

fl
foriverbavim captioning, one for very siapliftIO'captions, and so on,

,
.

. .

future policy decisions may not have to deal with the problem of "targbt
. ,v.

audiepce," as is currently the case.
04

I
1 -
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0

- Seidenberg: However, it is doubtful that the commercial networks
.

will
«adapt Orogramming to suit 'a minority of viewers who rely on

captions. It is really something of a miracle that televisiOn is

going 'to gain in importance among this group, but there is A real problem
sar

with the way in which captioning is being implemented. There is,also

a problem with' the,xesoluAion of the new decoded captions. Apparently. .

P.
,

- the quality of resolution is very poor and it is difficult to read

the apliods.
'400

8: Final Discussion

The final session of the Conference took the form of an open dis-

scussion, which centered around what-were felt to be the two main issues

at hand: (a) What are the legitimate arguments against the use of

readability formulas for certain purposes? and (b) What are sound

alternathies to readability formulas,, and how can they be supported

by empirical evidence? . .

Arguments Against Some Uses of Readability Formulas

Readability formulas have been immensely popular with publishers and

some educators despite their limitations. Giyen thSt there are some
'4

problems with the formulas as they now exist, the opponents of the

formulas Wave to deal with w they remain so popular and how to render

them lest so.
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,

Green: One possible }fay of dempnstrating the problems with formulas S,...

# %

Is through field testing; fielimiests might show that material which

J
. , .

scores poorly on readability formula's is.nevertheless readable.
. i.,

(
:

.. . ,...-

Seiden: such''studielhavebeenedone in connection with tax forms,

. 110Y -

.

.

but one cannot immediately genera/14e to children results that are
. .. ,

.

obtailied with aduies, or vice versa. Studies spec] designed to
. ... . (,..:

challenge the use of formulas on children's texts by showing that some
.

1

texts which score well do ,not "work" ds well as texts which score poorly,
A.

.- 4

probably should.boN.done. A variety of tasks could 6eused to measbres

..1

.

. .
.

how well children understand a text., It is imperative that the specific
....--

task be defineOefore any test of readability is devised, and the task
/7-

...,

must be ag appropriate one. Cioze tests, for exampie, are not particularly

natural tasks:for children. -

Kantor: Individual.- studies might be'aimed at showing that one

particular effect of the applicatiog of readability formulasa bad,

f

e.g., sentence splitting. #

,.. ,
..

.

.

Selden: But it is clear, however, that formulas are not intended
.

.

. #... .

to be lised asguides.for wtiting, s5 this type of criticism would only'
, .

,appiy to improper uses'of the formulas.- -
, Q

..
.

u '
.

Bruce: The burden of proof may well lie with the proponents of the

formulas. To what extent are the formulas better predictors than the
. ...

.
. . .

average school teacher or librariai?

... .

Ckarrow: ;The formulas have'been reylsed a number of
.

times, presumably ,

, .

io make themore and more accUrate.
.

1 j)
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Selden: But validation studies have been unbelievably weak-,

e 0

validating one formula against another. Furthprmore, the results have .

been generalized far beyond the initial texts.

Griffin: Basic to the use of readability formulas has been the

notion that statistics, numbers, carry more truth than do other kinds
.

of facts. The use of reading, levels relies on a kind of generalization

that'if someone can read at a given level, e.g.,.6.2, then he or she can

read'anything that measures belepo that level. This generalization is

- unwarranted because the formulas are very text specific.

, Bruce: The effect of cultural backgrbunds is further evidence that2

the generalization of reading levels is not quite right. Onssuch tests

as the BEAT anti 8ITCH,.for example, blacks outperform whites. This

points to.factors such as culture which influence the "readability" of

a text] but which are necessarily ignored by the formulas.

Seidenberg: The pressures for the use of readily applicable formulas

appear, to supercedeairthese considerations. It isobvious that, given

the needs of people who are undu state mandates to use formulas,

formdlas are simply a fact Of life.. It is another issues however, to

determine whether techniques are necessary which permit us to predict

ahead of time how( readable a text is. Good writing, apparently tithe

result of talent, is clearly beyond the predictivt/ceelms of the formUlas.

Likewise, the ethics of whether or not an adaptor has the right totempelf) .

with the content of a,text--deleting information, for example- -has not

been addressed by the propOnents o formulas.

';

127
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Davison: 'At is probably armistake to mix the Olitics and economics

of readability formulas with the legitimate iogical arguments against them.

. ,

t Charrow: The politics and economics are In their favor, particularly

since thi powers that be (e.g., legislators) reaiiy believe that formulas

are an accurate gauge of comprehension.
, ,

Davison: The most we can hope to accomplish is to speil out a

systematic attack based'on the logical arguments against readability

formulas in their present state. With such a list in hand, we couid then

go about the business of convincing others that there 19S strong case

5 4

to be made (against the indiscriminate tse of formulas._ That, at feast,

would tie ateginning.
.

The major logical arguments against readability formulas are
0

as

follo4s:

I. Morgan (Linguistics, University of Illinois)': The validation

.studies have been done are both.weak and circular in nature. What little

data there is tends to validate onetformula against another.

2. 'Morgan: The mistake is made of particularizing from the average
.

:

td a single sentence--1.e, from mass statistics to one.text and one reader. tk

. .

,
.

_

,

It is assumed that sinEt mass.statistici shbw_a_. general tendency, one can
.

..-

anon-sequitur.
/

. .

particularize to one passage for one child. This is a non-sequitur. 6 ,

I

A- . I
.

t

3. Bruce: Related 6 2 is the questionable practice of generalliing

i%
or extrapolating from the origina) passage upon which the readability formula

is based to any passage. It is poop statistical
I
method to extrapolate to

another population from that of the roriginal study.

4 .
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4. Horgan: The parameters which are measured by readability forqpias

are incomplete. There are numerous factors which go unmeasured by the.

formulas but which contribute to readability. These include specific

syntactic characteristics, pragmaqc considerations (e.g., inferences), *

*,

cultural aspects, how enjoyable a text is to read, and so forth. s

5. 'Morgan: It is probably unrealisticAo expect any formula to deal.

with all of the factors which affect readability. A simple mechanical

measure will be'limited to certain characteristics of a text. Therefore,

no readability formula should be regarded as adequate for measuring

readalsility.

, 6. Selden: Related to (5) is the caveat that if a formula s
1

desiged to measure a given task, A, on a given group, B, it should only

,be dsed for that. Because the formulas are so widely believed in, there

is a.tendency/to misuse-them. Included in the misapplication.of readability 74

.4
formulas is their the as guides to writing or adapttng, acknowledged as

a misapplication by the jiesigners of the formulas.

Much of the discussion centered around.44 and the notion that

certain parameters could not be inclvded in formulas', at least not without

making them into cumbdrsome and hope lessly complicated mechanisms. What-

ever-gains would be made by attempting to include such factors would be

vitiated by the difficujiliswhich the new formulas would create. (They'

would cease to be quick and easy.)

1,

1.2
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Davison: What' becomes increasingly clear, however, is Just how

f.j1.imprecise the formulas are at present. The notion of grade levels dates'

pack to the ere,olthe McGuffy Readefr: The levels are now taken. for/
granted to be meaningful, and readability formulas measure texts against

them. Just how absurd this notion is should be evident when the formulas

are used to determine the "grade level" o.$a tax form intended for 'adults

who are required to perform a specific task (unrelated to-c-fiCoT texts

in bothform and purpose). ,tp fact, it'may on occasion be more difficult-y*
to read at a lower level than one is used to, since much of the informa-

tion from which to draw inferences ~wold be lacking and the reader

would need to .do More'work in order to extract the same amount of

information.

A. Zwicky, Columbus Ohio:' While it is clearly not advisable to
..

cigive children passages whi are much too difficult for then; some

challenge, at least, might *beneficial and help improve the ctkridis

rading ability. Furthermo e, despite i/ mprovements In texts from the-
, standpoint the fo las, there is little' evidence that reading

scores have been improving alver the years. , Reading scores may, in

fact, be deteriorating, thou h ;this is difficult to determine due to

changes in language, populat on, and culturi over the years.

Alternatives to Readab,1,1 i ty _Foltmula's

Bruce: For all of the re sons mentioned above, many people do feel
.-

.

1

a need for some standard of me Suring hdw readable texts are. One

.y

I

13J
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-SF

obvious alternative to formulls is to field-test materials. By g iving
4

a text to people and actally seeing whether the text causes compre-
.

hension problems, we ckn achieve results which will probably be as

good as, if not better than, the information provided by the standard

1--

readability formulas.

handleDavison: The forMulas are now bein§ used to a such'texts as

contracts and tax forms--designed, of course, for adult readers - -and

it is imperative that the content of these texts be easily understood

by the readers. Since in-studying these we would be dealing with a

relatively small corpus of texts (unlike the situation with basal

readers or trade books for children), with a xelatively closed set of

instrictions for the reader, field testing seems both appropriate

i .

and feasible.
.

---.

Selden: Publishers currently spend large sums 0

\
money to have

V-

f.

4

A

3

,programs analyzed by readability fOrmulas. That same mo y could be

put to better use by, having their new texts field tested.

Tierney: Currently, materials designed for the classroom must be ,

approved of by teachers, and this itself is a kind of field test. Field

testing was in fact.done in the Natur al Assessment program by Pet.roski

. ,

(Personaltcommunication) at the Universkty of Pittsbugh-rn conjunction

S i ,

with school librarians. Classes of-9- and 13-year-olds were allpwed to

! .

.

make comMents on readings and asked to eliminate passages which they dis-

liked. criteria were how enjoyable a text was and how well suited

it was to various purposes. 1

I3.
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_41organ: Of all the skids taught to children, only reading is Sub-
,

.

Jett to the supposedly.objective method of the readability formulas.
.

Griffin This is in part due to the hierarchical nature of such

areas as mathematics, wherc the basic skill's of addition and subtr ion
t

are considered to be,esspntiat to the acquisition of more advanced

skills suchlas 111.4:iiplication and division:a

Selden: ak there is also_a sense that:readabljity fOtmula,s have-
V4

gotten out of hand, since they were originally no more than an attempt

to control the vocabulary in basal readers, 1.g., Thorndike's word

for use in vocabulary wognition tkills. ;

Charrow: Parallel 'to the development of math skills, there has been

an attempt to build a hierarchy into the rea ding process.

Tierney: Teacher's are told that the Vormilas. are used as a yefd-
.

stick which, on an analogy with a shoe. store, will give each child a

custom fit. The application of Harris' flve-finger rule--i.e., more

than five words per page which cause the child problems means that the

text is inappropriate--Lpipert of this idea of custom fit.

4

Kantor: By field testing, it would be possible to determine just

what syntactic structures, cause problems forthe target readers.

Osborn: Thls Would certainly have a high degree of validity and

would relate to what the readers actually were able to handle.

But again, we are faced withithe pragmatic consideration

t thi might not be the "quick and dirty)' method which people Seem

want.

-132
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.

aiffin: Still, it ought to be possible toradd on some 4 these
.

"higher-level" skills to the already "existing hierarchy. Whether or

net the hierarchy'idea itself is defendable has been the subject or

much controversy.,

. Tierney: Publishers are being forced to homogenize texts--i.e.,
.

level 4)ut the diffixulties and make all the passages conform to an

average.
4

4P.

Davison: Such a trend teems both pernicious and unnecessary.

Selden: Regulating language in this way prOvides such groups as

insurance companies with numbers which "prove1; that a form conforms to

tertain averages. This Pi an easy-why to reply to challenges which

might arise that a forth is, for instance, too difficult). Similarly,

school boards can point to the formulas When challenged that,their r
.

',.

reading progrgms,have ?ailed. corm lis are called upon despite the
,k:-

... '
. 41

discrepancies whith
io
exist between he scores according to the various

v.
.

,, -. . t ,'

formulas. ,The fotmulas look`obj ctiVe, people think that they are

meastiring)iomething of importance, and ally are quick and easy to apply.

Thus, the formulas remain incredibly attractive to many, even when mis-
.

,,applied to rewrite texts (e.g., the case of the IRS splitting long

seqtAiles.even,when this resulted in instructions which were less clea?..
1 ' .

than the origtrial) Communicability seems to be lessof a priority than

meeting sore standard of "PeadabIlity."
' "
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Tierney: One concrete step which .needs to be taken is the djssemina-

tion of such research as the technical repoit on adaptation written

by the Text Analysis Group at the Center for the Study of Reading

(Davison et al., 1980).

Osborn; That 'particular report is q 1 to lengthy,, and it would be

possible to extract some of the suggestions it contains and send the

short report to publishers and'others in an apempt to "raise their

consciousness" and maybe eventually meet with some of th4m and discuss

the issues.

'- Bruce: There is also the need for studies which compare the results '

of readability formulas with those,of,actual field testing. It w9u,ld be

passible, for example., to devise an experiment which compared the

. 'reading level of certain trade books for childreh with actual field

"tests. 4

Selden: it would first be necessary to define the kind of task

which is being investigated. This would determine how appropriate the
.

text is for a given task only.
3'

Osborn: Basal readers* Wever, arefe4,by many at this conference

t9 be the primary' target of our atta

Charrow: in terms of the rewriting of texts, it is very possible

to use general guidelines instead 'of the rigid formulas.

Bruce: For example, avoid certain cohstrmGtions under certain

4

conditions (not t4niike Strunk eWhite). 7

1

.:,
134 If
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Davison: $11A already uses the guidelines of Dawkinsis (197

compendium, though the compendium really doesn't explain Why cer alri

things are complex. What seems to be neededaare More research -based

guidelineit

In conclusion, ,there itpeara/lo be a number of ways to determine the

s

111

. suitability of any g4yen text besides the application of readability

formulas. Guidelines can be drawn up which list principles that should

be applied when writing texts for given purposes and readers. Field

testing can be dond,to determine the level of difficulty of an .

exi_siing text, its appropriateness.for well-defined tasks and audiences,

how enjoyable it is and even what could be done to improve it. Teachers

4

should be consulted; their insight is valuable and stems from actual

use of reading materials in classrooms. Children themselves are able
_ -

to provide useful judgments. Syntactic and other parameters could

be incorporated into thd already existing hierarchies, thus making it

ti

possible to better select appropriate texts. In the meantime,, our task .
i

is to make available to others the logical arguments which we have
. ,

.

presented here against the use of readability formulas..Wbrkshops are

needed for both teachers and publishers.
.

J
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eoontent of this`pOer does
.

not necessarily reflect Official

, p -
NM policy. %

. .
r

2
Credits beyond specific citations are due to Cissy Freeman and

. .

Sean Walmsley for both ideas and arguments:

3
From "Arabs and Israelis: Two Families," a WGBH-TV production:,

April 13, 1978.

4
For additional information abourcaptioning, see'Section 7,

Comprehension of Captioned Television, which was presented at the

Conference by Mark\Seidenberg and co-authbred with B. C. Bruce and
--. .

Mdee Rubin. ..

5The 17 buidelines are listed In DoeuTent Design (1972) A revised

edition is now in press.
/

/...
:,6

This i s part ofa prelloinmary report"Writtenby lbIFk"Seidenben9,
/

41/4 Bertram C. Bruce, and Andee lubin at Bolt, Beranek and Neuman, Inc.,

Cambridge, Mass. More repbrts are forthcoming. 'Thanks to the Caption

Center, WGBH-TV Boston, for makin*avallable captioned materials and

'for discussing thpse issues with us.

7From the Captioned ABC News, October 13, 1978

8From "Arabs andisraells: Two Families," a WGBH-TV production,

April 13, 1978.

9From the Captioned ABC News, October 13, 1978.
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Reading Levels
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. .
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--.....T-............
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Average Number of Words Per Sentence

Milk Light Dayton Trees

r

Original 24 19 - 12.5 12.5
.4.

Adapted " 13 14 9 12
I ,

/
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Table 3

Comparison of Word and Sentence longtb
or,

4

California's Disaster in
EGiants Dayton Milk ilvg:Irtt!

Number of 1,0ords:
4

Original 3,000* 4,725 1,256 1:;-45a7,,,

Adaptation 775 827 861 900

4

Humber of Sentences:

Original 250* 375* , 58, 75

Adaptation 62 90 63 '_61-

* estimate
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Table 4 h

. 'Clause Complexity in 'LIGHT. and MILK

.
O s'

Nunber of Sent es In) Number of Clauses Per Senten ce

;:e a "

#
o

e
r . . . .'Plight. ..

Original , 21 22 ,
Adapted . 22 20. .

, :. f1.4,6-.....se /11 1 k
. .

.-

-.
. .

,,
e,

Original .,,.

Adapted

" 20* 16

29 21

12

...
, ( -

23 7 3

12 '2 3

15 6

3 4 5

,
.

,

-

6

Note. In countin nu er of clauses, we have included subject, object r.
and aArerbial mplemetes, and relative clauses, .including
reduced post-n mina] modlifiers and parentheticals. 'We have
excluded prenominal modifiers, ncminalizationi, and conjoined
noun phrases, even though these might have been derived fr
some more complex solace which involved cLauses. Our crit
was,essentjally whether there is alojor enstguent break in
surface structure. :though we h "been arbitrary in a few cases,.
the measure.we give, Is, In genera consistent.
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